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Patriotic Christmas Tree To
Honor County's Fighting Men
And Promote War Bond Sales
A patriotic Christmas tree to
be decorated with red, white
and blue stars . . one for each
man in the armed services from
Princeton and Caldwell county
was erected in the courthouse
yard here Wednesday afternoon,
intended to give impetus to sale
of War Bonds and Stamps. The
tree is sponsored by Kiwanis
and Rotary clubs and is to be
decorated by women of the community, who will make the
stars and a large red V, to be
placed in the center of the tree.
All decorations will be red,
white and blue and no lights
will be used, because of WPB
regulations which provide that
lights shall not be placed on
any outdoor Christmas exhibits
this year in order to conserve

18-Year-Olds Sign
For Army Service

Princeton Ministerial As1,n, meeting Tuesday af11. decided against holding
n service Christmas Day.
ay morning, at 11 o'clock,
27 Young Men Regisoir of Ogden Memorial
tered Thus Far In
ist Church will present
istmas cantata, 'following
New Draft Call
nual White Gifts offering
Registration of 18-year-olds
close of Sunday School.
sday night, Dec. 23, this for selective service, begun here
will have its annual last Friday, had reached a total
as tree and a special of 27 Wednesday afternoon.
Until December 31, the youths
•ay night at 7:30 o'clock,
will register for birthdays prior
urch will present its anChristmas Eve program, to the starting date of this signup, after which time they will
hildren participating.
nesday night at 6 o'clock, register as their 18th birthdays
ristian Church will have occur.
Those registering thus far inistmas tree, to be folby a White Gifts offering. clude: Paul L. Baker, Bernard
Brasher,
received will be de- C. Hobby, Edward
E. Ward,
Thursday
to
needy John C. Crowe, James
Ralph F. Hart, Herbert Morse,
Gayle Gray, Raymond 0.
Jr.,
First Baptist Church will
E.
hristinas services Sunday Noel, Milton E. Boyd, Harry
at 11 o'clock. Offerings Taylor, Paul D. Cook, Thurston
Charles
entire month of December Boyd, William Y. Gray,
yen over to the Lottie W. Grooms, Bryant Bannister,
und, proceeds of which go Kenneth W. Cotton, Otha L.
ign. and home missions. Wilson, Orbie A. Tosh, William
will be given to needy G. Jones, Charles B. Peters,
Alexander, James M.
by this congregation but George S.
ti Gift offering will be Asher, William T. French, Herbert L. Jones, John W. Riley
and Ray D! Woodruff.
Many of the county's 18-yearolds already have enlisted. It is
expected about 100,000 will become eligible for army service
each month after December 31,
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Roy Rowland Named
Member Of Selective
Service Board Here
Roy Rowland, garage operator
and prominent business man of
Princeton, has been appointed
to fill the vacancy on the Caldwell County Selective Service
Board which was created when
Marshall P. Eldred resigned. Mr.
Rowland received his appointment by letter from Gov. Keen
Johnson Monday and has accepted. Other members of the
Board are W. C. Sparks, chairman, and R. S. Gregory.

College Students
Home For Holidays
Christmas Vacation
Period Extends From
Dec. 18 to Jan. 4

Princeton's college studenis,
despite wartime obstacles will
Spend Christmas holidays with
their families.
From the University of Kentucky, Jack Giannini, William
Clyde Martin, Sarah Goodwin
and Anna Garrett Ratliff will
arrive this week-end; B. U.
Bowling Green, John Euel Eison, Wanda Wadlington, Bob
Francis
Nuckols
and
Mary
Whitis; W.S.T.C., Bowling Green,
Poole Newsom, Nancy Catlett
Eison, Jr.,
and John
Euel
Brenau College, Gene
Cash;
University of Missouri, Christine
Wood.
Martha Sevison and Barney
Linton will arrive Friday from
Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, and Patty Pickering arrived Monday night from Sullins
College, Bristol Va. Louise Kelly,
student at Margaret Hall, Versailles, will arrive Friday.
Butler High To Have
The college vacation period
No Basketball Team
begins December 18, ends Jan.
Butler High School will have 4.
no basketball team this year,
Coach Cliff Cox said Tuesday.
The players have no gynmasium City, County Schools
here in which games can be play- Will Close Friday
ed, the coach said, and gasoline
Princeton's schools will close
rationing has made trips im- for the Christmas holidays Fripossible. Last year the team play- day afternoon, Dec. 18, and
ed all its games away from classes will be resumed Wedneshome. Mr. Cox said he would day morning, Dec. 30, it was anhold basketball practice at East- nounced this week. The county
side gym for the entire football schools will dismiss for Christsquad and as many other boys mas Friday afternoon and reas could be induced to take this sume work Monday, Dec. 28,
type of physical education. East- Supt. E. F. Blackburn said.
side gym's ceiling is too low for
basketball.

Children Getting Milk
hool Lunch Progrqm,
'ornately 279 children in
er grades at Eastside
getting a half-pint
‘'h daily, in connection
WPA surplus comunch program in effect
e last several years,
A. Horn said Tuesday.
hool milk program was
ailable by the Agriculrketing Administration,
elps purchase milk and
it to the school childis considered of especrtance because of the

electricity and copper wire.
The Kiwanis and Rotary clubs
have responsibility for selling
the county's
December
War
Bond and Stamp quota, which
is $21,000 worth. Reports Wednesday from Clifton Wood, Rotary chairman,
and
Jewell
Creasy, Kiwanis chairman for
this campaign, indicated a little
more than half of the month's
quota had been disposed of up
to Tuesday night, Dec. 15.
With urgent request from the
Treasury Department to promote
sale of War Bonds and Stamps
for Christmas gifts, members of
the two civic groups will make
an intensive effort from now
until Christmas to bring this
appeal to attention of the public here.

300 Attend Annual
Christmas Vespers

About 300 persons attended the
Butler High Glee Club Christmas
Vespers Sunday afternoon, Dec.
'
13,in'the: high school quditoringt,
when the Junior
high nutritive value of milk in at 4 o'clock,
and Senior Glee clubs presentchildren's diets. Pasteurized' milk
ed a program of Old English and
Princeton
the
by
furnished
new Christmas carols. Highlights
Cream and Butter Co., is used.
of the program were a trio, comAbout one-fourth of the child- posed of Edna Mae Oliver, Mary
Walker and Allie Butler;
ren fed at Eastside get their Ann
Edna Oliver, and
lunches free, the others paying vocal solo,
violin solo, Charline Parker. The
The
said.
Horn
Mr.
each,
cents
5
under the direction of
project is managed by Mrs. club is
Louise Jones. 'This proEverett French. Purpose of the Miss
is an annual event.
project is to furnish every child gram
least
at
with
attending school
meal
M. Edwin Koltinsky was a
one hot, well balanced
in Hopkinsville Monday.
visitor
each day.

War Ration Book
No. 2 Will launch
New Point Sypem

Number 25

Santa To Send Soldiers

Applicants Urged To
Call For Kerosene and
Fuel Oil Coupons
This Week
In order to spread the Nation's supplies of foods, to promote a "share-and-share-alike"
equality among all citizens, the
government will issue to every
individual in the country toward
the end of the year, War Ration Book No. 2. It will be used
to obtain goods which will be
rationed under the "Point System," a bulletin received this
week from OPA headquarters
by the county rationing board
sets forth.
The No. 2 ration book will not
replace the No. 1 book, nor will
point rationing succeed straight
coupon rationing used for sugar,
gasoline and coffee, the bulletin
states. The point system will be
used for new rationing programs, to be announced as necessity arises, and is expected
to aid housewives in budgeting
both money and food points and
to safeguard scarce commodities
by making them cost more points
from the ration book, while
other commodities which are
plentiful will be low in point
cost.
Busiest place in town this
week has
been
the
ration
board's headquarters in the
(Please turn to page Four)

A. A. Eastland Is Tire Inspection
Victim Of Heart Centers Named
Attack In Cafe Under Gas Plan
A. A. Eastland, 76, retired
railroader and widely known
throughout Caldwell county,
died in
Rothrock's
Cafe
early Wednesday night as
the result of a heart attack.
He was stricken very suddenly while eating at a
table and died before a physician could reach him. The
body was removed to his
home, W. Main street. Mr.
Eastland went to the restaurant alone. He is survived
by his widow, and
two
daughters by a former marriage.

S. D. Hodge Is New
County Attorney
Becomes Third To
Hold This Office In
Last Five Months

All Cars Must Be Examined Periodically;
Inspectors For New
Casings Appointed
The County War Price and
Rationing Board has designated,
to State headquarters, five tire
dealers who are garage and service station operators, to serve
as inspectors under the OPA
mileage rationing program, and
five others to serve as inspectors
for those 'seeking new tires and
recaps, Robert Jacobs. clerk of
the board, announced this week.
Those named to inspect tires
under the gas rationing program: Ovid J. Carpenter, Roy A.
Herron, Raymond Lievers, Western Tire Vulcanizing Co., R. M.
Oliver, DX Service Station, and
C. L. Wadlington.
To inspect for new tires and
recaps: W. Ray Butts, Fredonia;
J. E. Cummins, C. B. Meadows,
Roy Rowland and George Stevens.
Under the rationing program
every passenger automobile
must be taken-in for periodic inspections, depending upon the
mileage driven. Inspectors are
authorized to charge 25 cents
a car for visual inspection,
which includes jacking up the
tires but does not include removing them, George H. Goodman,
State director of OPA, has announced.
The inspection service under
the gas program will begin here
this week, Mr. Jacobs said, as
soon as the newly appointed inspectors
receive
instructions
from Louisville. All cars must
have been inspected by January 31.

S. D. Hodge, former county
attorney and city attorney, was
sworn in by County Judge H.
L. Stephens Monday afternoon
to be acting county attorney. He
will replace Clauscine Baker,
who goes to Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Ind., Friday in the county's December selective service
contingent.
Mr. Hodge, widely known
Coffee Not Available
Democrat and pra cing attorney here for many
rs, becomes
To Persons 15 Since
the third to hold
's office in
Ration Registration
the last five
s. County
Coffee may be obtained by Attorney George
Eldred was
heads of families for those mem- sent to a Texali‘Army camp
bers who were 15 years old at August 10, and "h
.. Baker asthe time of registration for ra- sumed his place by appointment.
tioning, Robert Jacobs, clerk of Mr. Eldred is now serving at
the county rationing board said Fort Sam Houston, Texas, havTuesday in explaining rules gov- ing been recently transferred
erning allotments of coffee. Per- there.
Mr. Hodge moved into the
sons who have become 15 years
old since registration are not county attorney's office at the
eligible for coffee under the courthouse Tuesday, where many Jas. S. Coleman Wins
friends offered congratulations.
regulations, Mr. Jacobs said.
Commission In Army
He was named by Mr. Eldred
James S. Coleman, popular
in a telegram received Monday
young business man of Princeand accepted Tuesday.
ton, who has been connected
with Butler Brothers mercantile
SLICK TALKING ARMY
concern the last 61
/
2 years, was
commissioned First Lieutenant
DESERTER GOT CASH,
in the National Army as of DeCounty Committee
AND TROUBLE, HERE
cember 4, and will report for
Will Have Charge Of
Sympathetic Princetonians Who duty at Princeton University,
Rationing Here
are tender-hearted toward all Princeton, N. J., leaving here
An over-all plan for ration- men in uniform will be a little January 1. Lieutenant Coleman
will do duty with the Special
ing of new farm machinery and more careful henceforth how
Services branch and expects to
equipment has been announced they befriend strangers, even have charge of a large post exby the Kentucky State USDA when they wear Uncle Sam's change.
War Board, effective this month. fighting men's garb, as a result
With the "unfreezing" of farm of the conduct here last week Noted Fluorspar Mine
of James H. Bolling, Army demachinery and equipment which
serter from an Air Corps base Sold By C. A. Pepper
is in dealers' hands, the new at Goldsboro, N. C.
To W. H. Crider, Mexico
plan permits maFhinery to be
Telling a variety of hard luck
A spar mine which has been
rationed by county farm ration- stories and luried tales of his
famous
locally for many years,
ing committees. Machinery in participation
at
fighting
in
located 5 miles from Princeton
the hands of distributors (whole- Pearl Harbor and elsewhere, the
on the Farmersville road and
salers) and manufacturers will soldier got several dollars from
first
opened by E. M. Drummond,
remain frozen until county ra- kindly disposed persons who
was sold by C. A. Pepper last
tioning quotas are established were taken in.
week to W. H. Crider, of Mexiand a system of distribution is
He finally fell into the law's
co,
Ky.
set up. County quotas will be an- toils when he propositioned
The mine has been known as
nounced sometime during De- Councilman Conway Lacey for
the old E. Young Lead and Zinc
cember.
a night's lodging and declined to
property, and also;
Company's
Eligibility of farmers to pur- use a policeman's room. His arlater, as the Princeton Lead
chase machinery and equipment rest followed Thursday
night
and Zinc Company mine. The
is determined in essentially the and Friday morning he was in
concern was founded by
former
same way as under previous a guardhouse at Camp BreckinGene Young and the latter by
temporary rationing order, being ridge, awaiting Army Military
Shell R. Smith and the late
based on such factors as inade- Police escort back to the GoldsRobert Garrett.
quacy of present equipment, boro base he had been AWOL
proper disposition of old ma- from more than a month.
chinery, and willingness to share
equipment.
Dr. Clay McClain Ill

Farm Machinery
To Be "Unfrozen"

„I

Kentucky Ranks Second
In Victory Bond Sales
Louisville (14')-!-With subscriptions to victory bonds totaling
$11,098,000 in 62 counties Kentucky ranked second in sales of
the new Treasury issue, according to a report of the Eighth
Federal Reserve District Bank
at St. Louis. Missouri led the
seven states of the district with
more than $18,000,000 subscribed. Indiana was third with $2,311,000.

pkinsville,
ries.

9,, clay

McClain has been
ill since last Friday of influenza
and has been confined to his
home, on S. Jefferson street. He
was reported improved today
but riot yet able to resume teeing his patients.

.

Mrs. C. F. Lester Very Ill
Mrs. Charles F. Lester, Princeton Hotel, is reported very ill
She recently was brought home
from Mason Memorial Hospital,
Murray, where she ,received
treatment.

USO Asks Princeton
Folk To Make Christmas Joyous For Visiting
Fighting Men From
Camp Campbell
Santa will bring lots of Camp
Campbell soldiers to Princeton
and USO headquarters at Hopkinsville has sent an urgent request to home folk here to have
one or more of the fighting men
for Christmas dinner, or for the
whole Christmas weekend. The
men are too far from their homes
to go there for the Yuletide season.
News reached here Monday
that 2,000 soldiers were to be
given Christmas holidays from
Camp Campbell, located between
Hopkinsville a n d Clarksville
area, the other half in the Hopkinsville section. It is from the
latter group that Princeton's
guests will come.
Some 280 of the men will be
given 3-day holidays, the remaining 1.720 getting Thursday
night and Christmas day off duty
with their return to camp set
for Christmas night.
Housekeepers here who will
take one or more men for Christmas dinner, or for the entire
weekend, are asked to telephone
the Service Insurance Agency
where USO workers will get
the word to W. R. Kakenmaster,
USO director at Hopkirutville. It
is hoped numerous homes from
which young men have gone into the fighting services will be
opened to these soldiers, who
otherwise will have nowhere to
to go Christmas Day or the weekend that follows.
Miss Mary Wilson Eldred, assistant USO chairman here, and
Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal, are assisting in making arrangements for
entertainment of the soldiers
here. It is hoped some sort of
Christmas party can be given
for the visitors, if enough homes
are made available to insure
suitable accommodations for a
sizeable group.

Football Banquet
Set For Friday
Kiwanis To Give Annual Party For Butler
Gridiron Squad
The curtain will be officially
rung down on Butler High's 1942
football season—not too good
and not too bad, Friday night at
6:15 o'clock when the annual
Kiwanis football banquet will
be held at the club's meeting
place, in the basement of the
Methodist Church.
The entire football squad, its
two student managers, its five
cheer leaders and Coach Cliff
Cox will be guests of honor
and James C. Armistead, Nashville, 1931 football captain at
all
Vanderbilt University and
Southeastern fullback, will be
principal speaker.
Motion pictures of some of
the highlight football games of
a leading Southeastern Conference team will be shown and
at the conclusion of the program,
Butler's football captain for the
1943 season will be announced.
Mrs. Dique Eldred, who has
been ill at her home on W. Main
St., the last several days is reported improved.

Buddy Brown's G. F. Will Get
Chicago's.Best Box, Of caPdY
"The biggest box of candy in
Chicago" will be a Christmas
present to a Caldwell county
girl, according to a promise made
by an announcer over WENR
Chicago, Sunday afternoon, when
Meredith (Buddy) Brown, Caldwell boY with the U. S. Navy,
sang over this station. The candy
was awarded to the singer for
his performance.
Buddy was the No. 1 contestant in an amateur program, spon-

sored by the Morris J. Sak Co.
His selection was "What We Are
Fighting For." He is a son of
Mr. and Mrs. jVfarion P. Brown,
Route 3, and has been at Great
Lakes Naval Training School
about four months.
Caldwell countians are urged
to send their votes to this station in order to help Buddy win
first prize in the contest1 which
will be. $75 cash and a Gruen
wrist watch.
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Knowledge, Not Grades,
Is The Important Thing
Nothing in this community, or any other,
so interests so many persons as the schools,
except possibly the churches.
Princeton's schools are undergoing some
changes, due to replacements in teaching
personapl. Other changes are in view, we
have been told; when three new members of
the board of education assume their duties.
There is room for improvement in any
school system. We believe reversion to the
old practice of requiring pupils to learn
subjects well enough to earn grades which
have been popularly designated as "passing"
has bees salutary, tho it is certain to cause
some friction because, for a time, all pupils
were "passed," whether they did good or
bad work.
It is well to remember that how our children are graded is of little importance; for
in a few brief years, their grades will not
matter, whereas whether they really learned
their subjeCts will matter much.
The human equasion is perhaps nowhere
so important as in the schools. Many well
qualified teachers we have known have,
lamentably, not possessed the knack of imparting knowledge. Our board of education
can only hire qualified teachers and, by
trial and error, ascertain whether they are
able to teach our children acceptably.
Let us be patient while the changes are
being inaugurated in our school, remembering constantly that the purpose of those
earnest individuals who serve on the board
Of education and as teachers is to fit the
youngsters of today for the very serious
tasks which will be theirs tomorrow . . .
and giving them honest, sympathetic assistance when we can.
111\
Death Of The WPA
While there has been considerable complaint and criticism about the Works Progress Administration, its methods and its
effect upon those who found employment
upon its rolls, the President's order eliminating the agency found most of us regretful
that it is to be no more, at least for the
present, and cognizant of the many lasting
benefits which have come to us because of
WPA.
In Princeton, WPA is responsible for
many blocks of concrete streets, sidewalks
and gutters which, in the aggregate, constitute a very considerable improvement to
the city and which will remain for years a
monument to the federal agency without
which they could not have been built during
the last few years, if indeed they ever could
have been constructed here.
Everybody remembers Princeton's gravel,
cinder and rough rock streets as distinctly
detrimental to automobiles and unsightly
advertisement of our inability to put down
proper surfaces, because of excessive cost
in proportion to values of much of the
property which abutted the rights-of-way.
In this connection, perhaps it is not amiss
to remark here that WPA is passing too
soon; for Princeton could well use a good
many more blocks of concrete streets and
sidewalks.
They told a lot of jokes on WPA . . .
about men leaning on shovels, and the like.
And social reformers and critics of the
New Deal have waxed eloquent in criticizing the agency which "robbed men of their
self respect," and the like. But visual evidence of VVPA's great benefits are on every
hand for all to see; so that WPA, like the
Civilian Conservation Corps, passes from
the picture with the gratitude of the puhlie.

to
revealing the devotion of a Negro uncle
his hound.
Scotch troubadours hung their harps—and
licked the platter—in baronial halls. Tandy
and
Ellis sang the simple virtues, the faults
the
of
m,
wisdo
foibles, the homely wit and
Miller
n
Joaqui
as
lowly, in whom he saw,
whose
did, persons, gyved by circumstances,
free.
them
sets
sense of humor
Major Ellis refused a lucrative syndicate
to
offer because the syndicate asked him
"nationalize" his humor.
He would neit er'qlesert the scene he
knew and loved' nor—so intense was his
loyalty—filch from it material, for use uncredited, with which to entertain a national
audience.—(Louisville Times).
ilk
Farmers Have The
Proper Leader
Every resident of this agricultural community had cause to be glad when the
President named Secretary of Agriculture
Claude Wickard the Nation's food admin
widely
man,
istrator. Mr. Wickard is an able
known for his fairness, his patriotism and
devotion to the cause of the farmer.
And, in coming days, Mr. Wickard is
going to be one of the most important men
in the world, and his farm folk, including
ours, will be recognized as doing a job
second to none in winning the war.
We know the continent of Europe cannot produce enough food to support itself.
In cereals, it is 20 percent deficient. But the
New World . . . Canada, the United States
and Argentina, normally supplies this deficit.
As Allied armies march in, freeing the
peoples of now conquered nations, food must
follow. Our food; and plenty of it. Huge
reserves must be produced and stored. In
addition, our farms, with reduced manpower, must supply the increased demand
for food at home and for the armed services,
our own and our Allies.'
In this unparalleled undertaking, careful
management is required, as well as wise
direction of effort. The Department of
Agriculture, one of the Nation's largest
governmental agencies, was the only logical
organization to undertake this job and Mr.
Wickard already has given evidence that he
understands both the importance and the
size of his task.

Kentucky Loses Ellis
In Tandy Ellis' death Kentucky loses as
picturesque a figure as any in the scene he
depicted. This writer once suggested him
to a national trade organization and, after
the banquet, received a letter saying its
members delightedly discovered Kentucky in
Major Ellis—a militia Major, later Adjutant
General, he was known by two titles—as
much as in his songs and stories.
His humor was never ribald, always sympathetic. Bret Harte's humane approach to
California mining camp characters may have
been 'technique. That of .Ellis toward Kentuckians reflected emotion.
His characters sometimes expressed themselves, and him, in humor as haunting as
the pathos of his banjo song "Old Dog Blue"
•

Spoon River Sam
At The Opera
By Spoon River Sam
Associated Press Features
They got me up to the city lately, and just
for curiosity I took in the grand opera. The
one I picked out to see was Rig O'Letto, on
account of me being fond of Irish plays.
I set there four hours and if any Irishman
showed up on that stage I sure didn't spot
him.
Everybody was mighty dressed up, the
men wearing Prince Albert coats and the
women folks in fancy furs. The women on
each side of me spent considerable time
comparing their furs with other folks'.
Everything considered, I would say the
show went off pretty nice. But there was
one thing that stood out plain. When the
band players would come out of their dugout
under the stage and set down to play, the
man that waved the stick at 'em was always
last. He never did get there ahead of 'ern.
He must of stood in pretty good with the
union, to get away with it.
There was an awful lot of singing, and I
remarked about that. One of them women
leaned over and said that was what opera
was for. But sometimes it wasn't exactly
singing, but more like barking or screaming.
None of the actors could do a thing without
ripping off a song. Before they went to kiss
or kill somebody, they'd sing at 'ern. Then
the intended victim would sing right back,
till disposed of. It seems to me most opera
murders are justified.
Now I don't aim to poke fun at opera
singers, it's lust the way they were brought
up I guess. But they sounded real nice at
times, and I think even our Spoon River
Rhythm Singers would admire their power
and endurance. Personally, I'd like to see
them on our festival prograT next fall, then
we wouldn't have to fret over a sound
system.
Less than 8 percent of American chemists
are women, a recent survey shows.
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
Caldwell county is mighty apt to be
without a county attorney . . . if
Uncle Sam doesn't quit drafting 'em.
With Clauscine Baker accepted in
the December quota and due to leave
for Ft. Ben Harrison Friday, the
office will be vacant for the second
time in a few months, George 0. Eldred, duly elected, having gone into
the Army some time back. Friends
here believe that, under the President's new ruling, Private F.C. Eldred
may be released to resume his office
here, since he is past 38 years old.
Gus Kortrecht will be more careperforming
about
ful henceforth
sleight-of-hand stunts to amuse young
patrons of the Princeton Shoe Store.
. . . Gus, it seems, pulled a nickle
out of the ear of a youngster one day
last week . . . and the lad raised
such a howl for "his nickle," Billy
McElroy had to make good to restore peace.
That this is a "Patriotic Christmas"
is evident in at least one local store,
where red, white and blue decorations
have replaced the usual yuletide red
and green.
Things do change around printshops . . . and certainly for the
better in this respect. Last week
four glasses which had contained
chocolate sodas reposed on a composing stone in the Leader shop one
afternoon.
Hearts beat warmly and sentiment
is strong for our men in uniform but
Princetonians henceforth will be a
little more guarded in their treatment
ot strangers, even tho they do wear
the army's khaki, as result of the
actions of a deserter here last week.
This lad told many different stories,
some of them lurid tales of Pearl
Harbor, in an effort to get money
from sympathetic folk. He finally
tripped up when he hit the home of
Councilman Conway Lacy . . . and is
now in the guardhouse at Camp
Breckinridge.
A lady we know, who does her own
shopping, says it's no longer the law
of supply and demand . . it's apply
and request.
How old are you Hillery? Dr. Cash
asked at church the Sunday the President's new draft ruling was announced. I was 38 today, came the instant
reply.
Older women are forming sewing
groups which they call "Keep,theboys-in-stitches" clubs . . . And girls
serving in USO canteens are calling
themselves "duration damsels."
While my better half and her ma
were away in Louisville last weekend, a friend remarked to me: "You
know, it is said a woman flees from
temptation, but a man just crawls
away from it in the cheerful hope
it may overtake him." And intimated
strongly he had his eye on me.
Dr. Connie Lee, Fool Specialist, advertises in the classified columns of
the Paducah Sun-Democrat and while

By

G. M.

I am entirely ignorant of Dr. Connie's
prescription, there have been times
recently when I willingly would have
paid money for treatment.
Auto owners here are receiving refund checks from insurance companies,
now that gasoline rationing has cut
the number of miles they can drive
and hence reduced chances of doing
damage to somebody else's car. Which
is another benefit derived from the
war, albeit perhaps, an unwelcome
one.
DuPont finally has solved the paint
brush problem, by making tapered
Nylon bristles . . . But civilians will
not get any, says the Wall Street
Journal.
A good friend sends the following
bits:
Livestock Quotations
A slice of cow is worth about 8
cents on the cow, 14 cents in the
hands of the packers and $2.40 in a
restaurant that specializes in atmosphere.—Russell, Kan., Record.
111
Still A Swindle
It still isn't smart to buy a gold
brick. The thing may be gold all
the way through.—H.V. Wade, Detroit,
News.
Bad news came to newspapers last
week: Newsprint not only will be
rationed very soon, forcing editions
of fewer pages, fewer pictures and
features, shorter news items, etc . . .
but price of newsprint also is going
up.
There is no shortage of wood pulp,
from which newsprint is made, but
the Canadian and American governments have agreed it is necessary to
use manpower, now working in the
paper industry, in other kinds of
plants. So, prepare for a skimpier
newspaper . . . which will nevertheless try to do its full job despite more
handicaps than ever before in history
. . . not the least of which is steadily
decreasing revenue.

A Christmas Legend
In a far off country, where the snow
is deep,
The little Christ Child wanders while
other children sleep.
On Christmas Eve He wanders nightlong, beneath His load
Of fir or ash or holly, by hedge and
field imti. road. '
In every cottage window a candle
flickers gay
That night. The children set them to
guide Him on His way.
And, if those candles beckon the lost
or old or poor
Or sick, a welcome waits them at
every cottage door.
For they who love the Christ Child
have learned that mortal eyes
May sometimes fail to find Him in
poverty's disguise.
•—Katherine Simons

Washington Daybook
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RECEIVES HIS FATHER'S MEDAL: President
Roosevelt gives
Midshipman Norman Scott a hearty handclasp in
Washington as
he receives the Congressional Medal of Honor
for his father,
Rear Admiral Norman Scott, Sr., one of the
heroes of the naval
battle of Savo Island Nov. 13. Admiral Scott lost his
life in the
action.
—AP Telemat

ews From The Past

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county
almost 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
them.
Dedicated
Cross Roads, July 7, 1907—
Perhaps the largest crowd ever
to assemble at a Caldwell church
gathered at dedication exercises
for Cross Roads Church Sunday. There was hardly standing
room inside the building. It was
a hot day and large barrels of
ice water was placed about the
church grounds. Altho they had
to be refilled repeatedly, nobody
suffered from thirst.
• • •
Disappears
Jackson, September 22, 1904—
Business circles here are very
much wrought up over the disappearance of Walter Day, one
of Breathitt county's most prominent business men. He was
State treasurer under the Taylor Administration. His leaving
has set up a hue an cry the
like of which has never before
been heard here. He was in the
midst of a big enterprise when
he disappeared and numbers of
men from the log teamsters from
the backwoods to big wholesale
men in Louisville are left with
nothing to show for their labor
or goods. No trace of Day has
been discovered.
Lost
Princeton, October 13, 1911—
A front door off the automobile
lamp was lost yesterday between Cerulean and Princeton.
It belongs to Dr. I. Z. Barber.
Will finder please return it?
• • •
Bad Conduct
Princeton, March 10. 1909—
On several occasions, and especially Friday night, a great

deal of bad conduct has been
indulged in by boys and young
men who attend the attractions
at Henrietta Opera House. The
manager requests this paper to
state that bad conduct upon
the part of any and all parties
will be cut out and those practicing same will be ejected from
the building and prdsecuted in
the city court.
Mill Fire
Rufus, February 12, 1909—
The grist mill owned and operated by J. B. and J. W. Board
here was destroyed by fire yesterday, and as there was no insurance it was a total loss for
them.

"The Army Life," by Private E.
J. Kahn, Jr.
Any writer who has had the
had luck to bring out a book
under the wings of a fly-away
best seller of the same general
type will understand the feeling
that must lie in Private E. J.
Kahn's breast, heavy like lead.
Private Kahn's book is called
"The Army Life," and Private
(now corporal or perhaps sergeant) Hargrove's is, of course,
"See Here, Private Hargrove."
And this last book has sold well
over 200,000 and is kicking up a
dust like Margaret Mitchell's one
and onlk literary effort.
For Private Kahn's book is
amusing. It is not more amusing
than Private Hargrove's book,
but there is plenty of fun all
the same. By chance, Kahn was
at Camp Croft in South Carolina
and later at Fort Bragg in the
state to the north. And Hargrove was also at Bragg. By DESERT COSTUMES WITH WATER MOTIF: Arrayed with
another chance, Hargrove's copy water bottles, Sgt. J. K. Wood (left) of the Australian air force
was originally written as
a and Sgt. R. L. Spence (right) of the Canadian air force, traveled
column for the Charlotte Ob- in this fashion for three weeks across the Egyptian desert to reserver, and Kahn's was published join their squadron after a forced landing. They existed on water
bit by bit in the New Yorker.
salvaged from abandoned trucks and carried it in German,
But there the resemblance Italian and British water bottles and the gasoline can they hold
ends. Kahn is a New Yorker, and between them.
—AP Telemat
his attitude toward the army is
'Electric Eye'
one of good humored tolerance. Use For Nylon
To Check Speeders
Associated Press Features
You get the feeling that Private
Richmond, Va. (,/P)—Governor
Kahn would be more at home
One of the reasons stAlly nylon
camped in Central Park than hosiery is scarce is because the Darden is planning to use "electric eyes" to aid the state police,
in Carolina. Whereas Hargrove
towlines being used to pull the
whose ranks have been depleted
approaches the Army with a
kind of wide-eyed innocence that biggest Army gliders are being by volunteers for the Array and
is a more nearly universal atti- made of a special nylon com- Navy, in a check up on speeders
tude, and infinitely more charm- position, strong as any rope on state highways. Between 25
and 50 mechanical and portable
ing. His prose is rougher, but made.
speed checkers will be purchased
stronger, and its mannerisms are
the result of inexperience rather with the New Yorker magazine if the equipment is available.
than of the chiseling process by snap-snap, and when read one
which the editors of the New after another, the effect is like
Yorker make every
writer's eating innumerable pieces of
copy sound like every other the same excellent kind of candy
writer's copy, after publication. —pleasant, but somewhat monoThe upshot of this last monk- tonous. This is
not Private
ey business is that Kahn's pieces Kahn's fault, nor his publishers.
are as alike as the Gold Dust It is just the result of the New
Twins. They are all underwrit- Yorker's editorial policy.
ten, a little sly as to humor, and
be helpful all
It would
they rely chiefly on the smug around if you were to rest a
attitude of the professional New week between each chapter of
Yorker for their effect. Each ends "The Army Life."

Belfast, Northern Trebled(—
With a United States Army band
playing the wedding march and
rice from the cookhouse to shower on the couple Sergeant George
Rex Leghorn of 576 Buerrero
St., San Francisco, and a corporal of the WAAFS had most
of a County Tyrone at theta
wedding.
The bride is Corporal Regina
Dorothy Rochester from the Is
of Wight.
Two truckloads of Leghorn',
fellow soldiers attended Bit
ceremony performed by Captain
Joseph Walker, chaplain of the
unit.

Elephants Help
Scrap Removal
Washington, D. C. (A.--Circus
elephants were enlisted in the
Norfolk, Va., scrap drive. The
Office of War Information reports they helped move junked
jalopies and other materials lp
assembly points for shipment to
the steel mills.

Service Insurance
Agency
INSURANCE OF ALL
KINDS
W. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltinsky

HE Illinois Central is performing more freight
service this year than ever before. In the first ten
months of 1942 it was 55 per cent greater than in
1941, 174 per cent greater than in 1933, 44 per cent
greater than in 1918.

T

Many things make this possible. One is a vast
program of improvements, begun years before there
was any thought of war.

Maybe You Can't Next Christmas
BUT NOW YOU CAN SEND

Freight locomotives are an example. During the
last seven years, 602 of the 853 freight locomotives
now owned by the Illinois Central have bees completely made over—all to do more and better work.

Merry Christmas Wishes
--at home and overseas

HE JEWEL FRAGRANCE
a jewelled thread, this glowing
t joins a series of charm aids. They
matched in a rich Persian decor.
PERFUME, $9/5 to $1.00

These include giant locomotives whisk hays
been redesigned and rebuilt for handling heavy &eight
trains at high speeds. The War Production Board has
authorized, and the Illinois Central is now bounding
in its own shops, 20 added locomotives of &ha sari*
design. The first is shown above.

Many of your friends and relatives will enjoy a jolly 1943 if
you make their gift a subscription to THE LEADER . . . Next Christmas we may not be able to sell new subscriptions but NOW, before paper rationing limits our mailing list to present subscribers,
we can put your Christmas Gift subscription in the hands of anybody. Men overseas are especially anxious to get the home news-

A simple comparison will show what the improvement of locomotives has done for Illinois Central
freight service: The average tons handled per freight
train this year is 77 per cent greater than in 1935,
before this program was undertaken.

paper and we have letters to prove they regularly receive The
Leader. And they say "It's a Letter From Home."

"RJR-SPUN" POWDER, $100

Sin POWDER
.1 TY $1 00

Don't Put It Off!

Improvements like these have made, and will

continue to make, it possible for our railroad to contribute its %Ica' share to the war effort.

Get Gift Subscriptions For
Loved Ones
lideadettraestestes

The Princeton
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On Northern Side

Finds Farmers
Able To Solve
labor Problem

Farmers in Kentucky
who
realize that the.labor shortage is
their problem to solve are finding ways to do so. Such is the
conclusion of Dr. Roy E.
Proctor of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics
after a personal investigation of
conditions on farms in 28 counties having an acute labor shortage. Here are some examples of
the way farmers are making
full use of labor and machinery.
On the F. 0. Baker farm in
Hopkins county, a tenant, unable
to get help in the field, hired a
housekeeper to care for three
Jefferson Davis (above), UniU. S. SOLDIERS ARRIVE IN NEW GUINEA: Marching away from one of
the transport planes small children, then his wife versity of Missouri football
(background) which has carried them part of the way across New Guinea,
United States sold- drove the tractor.
center who bears the same name
iers set off on a two-day trek through rough jungle country to the advanced
In the same community, a 14positions assigned
the onetime president of the
as
to them in the Allied drive on the Japanese.
—AP Telemat year old boy on the Douglas Confederated States, will play
Graham farm drove the tractor
for the Northern team in the
or rode the combine when combining wheat and beans. Mr. Blue and Gray post-season football game at Montgomery, Ala.,
Graham
also used three horses
Associated Press Features
on Gilbert and Marshall Islands.
Sept. 1—U.S. and Australian
Dec. 26. The executive comwith a two-horse grain drill in
Dec. 7, 1941—Japanese bomb
mittee decided the issue after
Feb. 15--Singapore falls.
troops drive Japs from new order to speed up seeding.
Pearl Harbor, Guam and the
game officials had taken the
March 1—Naval battle in Java beachhead at Milne Bay,
many
In
counties,
some large
southPhilippines.
stand that Missouri is a southscale farmers have had to curDec. 8—The United States de- Sea costs United Nations 13 ern tip of New Guinea.
ern state.
—AP Telemat
Sept.
tail
the
number
4—U.S.
dairy
of
cattle,
Army planes in
clares war on Japan. Japs raid warships, including U.S. cruiser
China bomb Japanese head- while those on small farms find
Houston.
Malaya.
Home Equipment
they can care for more cows
March 9—Marines, still hold- quarters at NanchAg.
Dec. 11—Germany and Italy
Made
By Women
Sept.
with
their present family labor.
26—Largest allied coning out on Wake I., sink Jap
declare war on U.S.
voy reaches Murmansk after The same thing is expected to be
Take
submarin
cruiser.
a wooden grape box,
and
e
Jan. 1—United Nations pact
March 17 — General MacAr- beating off Nazi planes and sub- true of hemp acreage next year. add shelves, top it with a cheese
signed by 26 governments.
marines.
From Bowling Green to Hop- box, sand, then paint it to acJan. 2, 1942—Manila
falls; thur reaches Australia from BaOct. 5 — St. Louis Cardinals kinsville, small farmers ar,e of- cent the kitchen color scheme.
American troops retire to Ba- taan and assumes command of
fering their services to operators The result is a cabinet for storall United Nations' forces in win World Series.
taan peninsula.
Oct. 8—U. S. Army fliers with of large farms.
Southwes
ing cleaning or other kitchen
t Pacific, A.E.F. in
Jan. 7—President
Roosevelt
British in North Africa carry out
Many farmers are using short- supplies. Such an item was only
announces enormous production Australia.
cuts and new devises or neglect- one of 63 different pieces made
April 9—Capitulation of Am- raids in their own formations.
goals for 1942-43.
Oct. 12—Jap fleet driven from ing certain duties for the time by 18 leaders of homemakers'
Jan. 8—Congress gets 58 bil- erican forces on Bataan.
being. John Mahan of Cald- clubs in Madison county in their
April 18—U. S. Army fliers' Solomons.
lion dollar budget for fiscal year.
Oct. 17—U.S. troops arrive in well county got 20 percent more study of convenient and labor
Jan. 14—American tanker sunk raid Tokyo.
April 30—Japanese capture Liberit, 750 miles southeast of corn picked per day by using saving equipment.
by submarine 75 miles from
Lashio
and control most of Bur- Dakar. American air-transport one man with a wagon equipped
New York Harbor.
with a bangboard. Eugene ShufJan 26—First U.S. troops land ma. Chinese army under U. S. bases now crisscross Africa.
Homemakers Equip
Oct. 21—President signs rec- fert of Green county found that
Gen. Stilwell fights delaying acin northern Ireland.
Medici
ne Cabinets
corn
ord
could
be
tax
transferr
bill
to
ed
tion.
from
yield $6,881,000,Jan. 27 — Jap flotilla turned
the shredder to the crib through
May 2—Jap threat to Australia 000.
With a threatened shortage of
back by allied warships and
Oct. 25—Allied forces in Egypt a trough by gravity. On the doctors and nurses due to the
and Pacific supply lines replanes in Macassar Straits.
farm of Robert M. Brown, La- war, members of homemakers'
Feb. 10—Former French liner buffed in naval battle of Coral smash Rommel's lines.
Oct. 27 — Wages frozen; top rue county, a mechanical carrier clubs in Calloway county are
Normandie burns and capsizes Sea.
limit on net individual earnings takes the corn from shredder to equipping cabinets
May 6—Corregidor falls.
at New York pier.
with
apcrib.
set at $25,000 per annum.
May
proved medicines and supplies to
15—Nati
onwide
Feb. 12—Sixteen
rationing
Jap ships
Nov. 3—Republican victories
meet emergencies. The making
sunk by U.S. naval forces in raid of sugar commences.
Peer's Lost Toe
June 3—Dutch Harbor, Alas- mark state elections.
and sterilizing of bandages made
Nov. 7—Powerful American Recalled By Memorial
ka, raided by Japs.
from old sheets is an important
June 4—U.S. Navy routs Jap- invasion force lands in French
Gravesend, England (W)—In part of recent club meetings.
anese at Midway. Aircraft car- North Africa.
'Cobham park stands Britain's
Nov. 11—Americans capture quaintest monument—recalling a
rier Yorktown sunk.
British soldiers in India, in
June 18 — Prime Minister Casablanca and Oran, ending peer's lost toe. On that spot 107 1846, dipped their white uniFrench resistance; Nazis invade years ago the Earl of Darnley forms in muddy water for camChurchill visits Washington.
July 3—U.S. "Flying Tigers" Unoccupied France.
became dissatisfied with the way ouflage, thereby orginating miliNov. 13—President signs bill a woodcutter was wielding an tary khaki.
in China rout 8 Jap bombers in
last engagement before joining drafting 18 and 19-year-olds.
axe. The Earl took the axe and
Nov. 15—U. S. Navy destroys lunged at the tree, but
U.S. Army Air Force.
the
July 4—U. S. bombers ham- 23 Japanese warships and trans- blade struck a glancing blow and
ports
in three-day battle near severed one of his toes.
mer German bases in Netherlands in their first continental the Solomons.
A few days later the Earl died
raid.
of blood poisoning from the inAug. 8—U. S. forces land on Largest Office Building
jury and the monument—a famiAssociated Press Features
Guadalcanal, Solomons Islands.
ly mausoleum which has never
The War Department's new been used—was erected
Six Nazi saboteurs executed in
on the
Pentagon Building in Washing- spot in his memory.
Washington.
ton—bigg
est office building in
Aug. 19 —American Rangers
with Commandoes stage big raid the world—is so large that four
Massive antlers of the Amer•See directions on label
bus stops are needed on a road ican elk are
on Dieppe.
tipped with as
that encircles an inner court.
many as seven points each.
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Chronology Of U. S. Role In Year Of Global War

A 62-Year Record
of 2-Way Help*

FOR WOMEN

Juanita Bostic, liarlan county 4-H club president and president of her Ideal club, has canned 425 quarts of fruits and
vegetables as well as helping
neighbors with their canning.
Juanita, whose mother works
away from home, has also prepared more than 900 meals for
her family of five during the
past 10 months, and with the
help of two younger brothers
has done all the work at home.
At the same time, she is maintaining a good record in second
year high school.

County Winner Had
11 New Vegetables
Eleven new vegetables were
among the 29 varieties grown by
Mrs. Jim Lee, winner of the
canning and storage contest in
Carroll county. She canned 564
quarts of fruits and vegetables
for her family of three and
stored 11 different kinds, with
six still in the garden. Katherine Russell, home agent, reports
that quite generally there is a
greater use of vegetables, milk
and enriched bread.
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A Long Trip
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New York City's bus, subway and trolley lines, if laid end
to end, would stretch from Manhattan to Cleveland, 0., more
than 500 miles.
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FAIR WARNING
The 1942 city taxes have been delinquen
t
since November 1. All unpaid taxes after
ionuary 1, 1943, will be placed in the hands of
a special Collector with authority to proceed according to law. Pay now and avoid additional
costs. Monthly water accounts become due on
the first day of the succeeding month, and if
not paid by the 18th of the month are delinquent. Pay water accounts before the 18th and
iave the penalty.
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for
Christmas

Please the one you like best by visiting
our store and seeing our collection of
lovely gifts on display and making your
selection. Inspirations will come like
magic for we have a complete line to
show you. Remember you can't have
too many beautiful underthings.

For the men we have sox, ties, gloves,
hand made handkerchiefs, shirts and

We are also equipped to wash and polish
your car . . . Drive in today, and let us serve
you.

special gifts for the men in service.

Regular Gat3 (first)
174c
Ethyl Gas
18.6c
Really Good Keroffen•
84c
Pen Croyn Oil
13c
Two Gallon Can $1.10
In your container, gal. 50c
a

Winterize your car now with Anti-Freeze
$1.00 per gallon

§ R. B. Williams, Mgr.
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You'll find our prices right. You can be assured
of prompt service.

CORNICK OIL CO.

Assistant Manager.
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2 Mark
1061
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At Cornick's

THE

For Reservation
Write—
W. L. STODGILL,

Insurance
Fire and Auto

Soldiers, on organized troop
is safe and reliable.
movements in the U.S. travel
Phone 25
approximately 700,000 passenger Princeton, K.
110 S. Jefferson St.
miles a month.

And, of course, a cordial reception and
careful attention to your entertainment
during your stay are yours, always, at

metropolis . . . Prices will conform to your
idea of moderate charges for service
rendered.

Gus Kortrecht, Agt.

Economics'
and girls. w

Your

LET'S SET THE STAGE

suggests you try

cicy To br
4.H'ers

Hopkinsville St.
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To please your friends and family, see
our complete line of gifts.
. . . anything in silk lingerie, sweaters, houseco
ats, sheer rayon
hose, silk and satin gowns, costume
jewelry, hand made handkerchiefs, all linen and others, Hager and
Roseville pottery . . . also
many other items that make an attract
ive gift.
For cards, we have a complete line
of Hallmark cards--for those
at home and for the boys in
service, as well as wrappings.

Sula 41; Eliza Nall S
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Xmas Seals Sent
Here Almost Gone
In Princeton's Annual Christmas Seal Sale, sponsored by the
P. T. A., with Mrs. J. D. Alexander in charge, sales at Butler
High, in charge of Mrs. Frank
Craig, have reached $35. Mrs.
Alexander reports $20 worth of
seals sold downtown, with the
assistance of Mrs. J. L. Walker.
Mrs. Henry C. Lester, is in
charge of sales at Eastside. Prizes
to the pupil in each school selling
the most seals will be awarded
next week.
The supply of Seals sent here
is virtually exhausted, Mrs. Alexander said Tuesday.
Everybody reads the Leader.

24 More Called For
Draft Screen Tests
Called for screen tests before Dr. W. L. Cash, draft
board examining physician Friday, Dec. 18, are 24 more Princeton and Caldwell county men,
all of them in the 18-19-year
old group excepting one. They
are: Adron J. Prowell, James
Lee Georie, Robert Ray Holeman, Frank E. Stallins, Maurice
Elam Myers, Frank I. Glass,
James Asher, Joseph G. Board
Charley Walker, Lucian Walker, Charles E. Hardwick, Cecil
H. Waide, Clement W. Asher,
Ralph E. Boaz, Carroll M. Johnson, Casey Jones, Wallace E.
preilie Pugh, Fred
Ray Jr., William C. Boyd, John
Euel Eison, Jr., Charles Diggs,
Jr., and James Russell.

Egg Prices Will Be
Homemakers Aid Maintained
At 30¢
War Fats Campaign
Families Urged To
Give Up Gravy To
Speed Victory

Frankfort (P)—A government
egg marketing program, designed to assure southern farmers
"fair prices and a ready maket"
for all eggs they produce, was
announced here by Charles A.
McIntosh, state supervisor of
the Agricultural Marketing Administration. The plan will go
into effect this week and in no
event will prices drop below 30
cents a dozen, the supervisor
stated.
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22 Dog Owners
Buy City licenses
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Insurance Ordinance
To Be Given First
Reading Monday

According to report, read at
While it isn't "waste fat" to
them, Caldwell county HomeMonday night's session of the
makers are sharing in the fat
city council, there are at least
salvage campaign by saving
22 dogs in the city whose ownersmall amounts of meat drippings
ship
is unquestioned as the Coleach week. This fat is brought
report showed that the
lector's
into
put
and
meetings
to group
the club salvage fat can. Each
city treasury had been enriched
month's collection is sold to
so far this year by the payment
local grocers and the cash is
of $22 in dog taxes. The ordinput in the club treasury.
ance imposes a license tax of
Eddyville Road Homemakers
CYCLEMAN - POINSETTAS
$1 a year on each dog and proare buying defense stamps with
BEGONI
having
"person
the
vides that
proceeds from the sale of fat.
control of the property where
PRIMROSE
MIXED POTS
Three members reported to Miss
Kiwanis Canned Food the dog is kept shall be liable for
Alta Gresham, salvage chairman,
the dog tax."
at a meeting held Friday, they
Show Is For Benefit
The session was given over
had sold 10 pounds of fat the
Of Under-Privileged
largely to routine business and
previous week.
Salvage fats bought by local
The Canned Food Matinee, was attended by the mayor and
merchants are sold in turn to a which the Kiwanis Club spon- Councilmen Morgan, Lace y,
rendering company in Marion. sors each
year just before Yates, Jones and Blackburn. A
This company sells to soap manu- Christmas to collect canned goods report on the city water analyfacturers to whom soap making for distribution to underprivi- sis from the State Department of
is a sideline now because of huge leged families at Christmas time, Health showed water free from
demands for glycerin, formerly will be held at the Capitol pollution and suitable for doROSES—CARNATIONS SNAPDRAGONS
considered a by rpoduct of Theater Saturday morning at mestic use.
City Attorney Gordon Lisansoap.
9:30 o'clock.
GLADOLIA AND OTHERS
Local women who are willing
Admission to this special show by reported investigation of rates
adopted
by
various
cities
license
to save small amounts of fat will be by a tin or jar of canCHRISTMAS TREES AND GREENS
insurance
are urged to have their families ned foodstuff. While a single jar tax ordinance for
forego a dish of gravy or fried or can will gain admittance to companies showed these ranged tw
food at least once each week, to the show, there is no limit from 3 percent. to 8 percent.
strain fat thus saved into a placed on the amount an indi- and it was agreed 5 percent.
would likely be the rate adopttin can to be kept in a cool vidual may bring.
place and to sell it, when a
Through
courtesy
of
the ed for Princeton. The ordinance
pound or more has been ac- Capitol Theater and several of will be given its first reading at
cumulated, to a local grocer.
the major film companies a de- the next council session.
lightful screen program has been
Ultraviolet add infra-red rays arranged. It will include such Bowling Green Paper
are known as "invisible light." popular features as the 3
Suspends Temporarily
Stooges comedies, Our Gang
(By Associated Press)
comedies, Superman, Donald
Bowling Green — Publication
Duck, as well as cartoons, patof the Times Journal, afternoon
FOR RENT: Modern five-room riotic shorts and travelogues.
Other Arrangements Less
apartment, downstairs, 705 LoThis show will afford youngs- daily newspaper here, was suscust Street. Apply after 5 P.
pended
temporarily
with today's
M. at residence.
ltc ters of Princeton opportunity to issue.
make Christmas a bit happier
FOR RENT: One downstairs ap- for those less fortunate than
Announcement of the suspenpartment for rent. Hot water,
sion
was made in yesterday's
themselves,
its
spontors
point
heat. Mrs. Laban Kevil, Phone
issue by J. G. Denhardt, pubout.
8.
lisher, who gave labor shortage
FLORIST
FOR SALE: Modern house; highas the reason.
lands, with extra lot. Call Cadiz Army Officer
The Times Journal has been
637.
Phone 135-J
Phone 1034
2tp.
Killed In N. Africa
published since 1900, when the
WANTED: Two or three young
Park
City
Daily
BONDS
ANY
TODAY?
Times was conLieut. George S. Lawrence,
women may now earn attractsolidated with the Evening Jourive part of tuition by work- Jr., 23, of Cadiz, son of the late
ing in the College office. Ex- publisher of the Cadiz Record nal.
cellent opportunity to get a and an honor graduate in journmoney-making education at alism, University of Kentucky,
low cost. For complete infor- was
killed in action in
the
mation write today, Draughon's
Business
College, Paducah, North African war zone, his
Kentucky.
2tp mother was notified
Monday.
The Was' Department telegram
FOR RENT: Furnished or unfurnished first floor apartment. gave no details.
Also one second floor, 2 or 3
rooms. Private bath and en- A&P Employes Receive
trance. Steam heat. Minor Christmas
Bonus Checks
Cary, W. Main St.
I tp
MAKE Christmas a tremendous success. Stacks and stacks of good things including hundreds
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dalzell,
of boxes of Oranges, bushels and bushels of Apples, Grapefruit, California Grapes, Nuts
WANTED: 12-gauge, automatic Sanford Price and
Raymond
Christmas Trees, Etc. More for your Money all the Time.
Winchester shot gun, 2 barrels,
28 in. modified, 30 in. full Blane, employes of the A&P
choke. Phone 167. Alvin Lisan- store here, have received ChristFlorida Oranges, sweet & juicy, lg. size, 2 doz. 55c; smaller size, doz. 20c
by.
ltp mas bonus checks in amounts
equal
to
one
week's
salary
for
FOR SALE: 1942 boy's bicycle,
Apples, Grimes Golden__
Large Georgia Pecans, thin shell,__ lb. 3k
_5 lbs. 30c
like new, good tires. $35 cash. each. A&P will distribute $1,400,Phone 446 or apply 1012 W. 000 to employes before Christmas
Figs
8 oz. package 15c
3 cakes 24r
Olivilo Soap, lc sale,
Main St.
ltp in such bonuses, John A. Hart_ _4 cakes 25c
total
cake
lc,
1
Figs, large layer
lb. 27 1 2c
OLD NEWSPAPERS FOR SALE ford, president, announced this
lb. rilist
Almonds or Filberts,
Bulk Mince Meat
week.
at The Leader office.
lb. 15c

er H

Christmas Matinee
Saturday Morning
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Give a matched set of

Memorial
g Wreaths

She'll adore getting a complete
"Air-Spun" Make-Up ... Face
Powder, Rouge, lipstick ... all
, n properly co-ordinated
shades. Emeraude fragrance.
A grand gift for mailing.

$1.50 up

CLASSIFIED ADS

Wood Drug Co
0,zatzt

i
g

A. H. TEMPLETON

5

Everything Done To
Help Santa Claus

$1.39 to
$3.50

51ReiTAVA4
,
4!4nlinlir45110270410
141Re4-0';

llershey's Breakfast Cocoa, 8-oz. box 11c

____Ib. lit

Brazil Nuts

2 lbs. 55c

MIXED NUTS, extra nice variety

IN

ATLANTA
EXOU I SI T1

CANDILS

Delicious English Walnuts, med. size. lb. 271!2c
Extra large
lb. 30c

Heinz Soups most. varieties- ------2 cans 25c
10 lb. bag 43e
Idaho Baking Potatoes

Apples Stayman Winesap

Christmas Morn
Assorted Chocolates

5 lbs. 30c

Loving Cup Flour

pkg. 19c

Swans Down Cake Flour

pkg. 25c

Pop Corn loose bulk
Kraft Spaghetti Dinner

1 pound box 26c

Chocolate Covered CHERRIES
Miller's Crispy Corn. Flakes 3 lg. pkgs. 25c
Fig Bars cakes
lb. 16c
Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour
pkg. 10c
Christmas Trees
up from 35c
extra beautiful, all sizes from 2 feet up
Marshmallow Creme
quart jar 23c

Salady Dressing Southern Lady qt. jar 25c
Pyomy Ready Mixed pie crust
Peaches, Pears, Apricots, Prunes
"Mixed Fruit Compote

pkg. 12c
lb. 16c
9c

THE
VARIETY BOX
The choicest .products of fine candy craftsmanship. Twenty-four
varieties—enrohed in velvety NORRIS chocolate. An exciting gift.
1, 2, 3 arid 5 pound sizes. $1.50 the pound.,
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Mr. William Howard
ebrated his 25th, birth.
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4e Miss Mary Catheri

peanut
Candy several varieties includingBrilliants
blocks, cocoanut Bon Bons, Dainty
Pound _____________________________ 1714•

n
Whole Wheat Biscuits
Shredded Ralston bite size _______ pkg. 14c

Highland Creme Sandwich COOKIES,

Pretty, wearable gifts
that any women will wet.
come! Every imaginable
type! Hard or padded
leather soles!

2 pkgs. 35e

ften

lb.
Sun Maid
Seedless Raisins

15c

15 or. 2 pkgs. 35f

Today's Early
Garden Asparagus
McKenzie's
Pancake Flour Mix__ ____pkg. 9c: 3 for 2-5c
lb. 29c
Cream Cheese

Flake Flour, extra fine all purpose flour,

24 pound_ bag 89c

Fresh Baltimore Oysters, celery, cranberries, radishes, fresh tomatoes, carrots. spinach:
new cabbage, lettuce, beets, broccoli, brussel sprouts, bell peppers, California grapes, ItraPe
fruits (marsh seedless), etc. More for your Money all the time.
•
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Associated Press Features
Along the sandy backroads of
Alabama the tots and the hoaryhaired are setting off string& of
staccato fire-crackers in the still
night . . . in a tiny fishing hamlet at Hatteras the folks still
have two weeks to wait for
their real celebration . . . up
in New England the lights are
dimmer than usual but the spirit
is bright . . . down in the south-
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Christmas)
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OLIA AND OTHERS
S TREES AND
GREENS

Phone 101
BONDS TODAY?
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Done T
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ks of good things including Ii
Grapefruit. California Grapes. Nit
Time.

z. 55c; smaller size, doz.

-Georgia Pecans, thin shell_ k

Soap. lc sale,
1 cake lc, total
lb

Nuts

-----__...2 lbs. 5.5c
2 cani
Soups most varieties ______
lb. bar 5
Baking Potatoes _10
5 lb. box 11.5

orn loose bulk ------------Spaghetti Dinner------ 2

2
1 pound box
including .
several varieties
Bans,
1110
Bon
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cocoa
-----------------ove Oranges
size doz 21
doz. 23e; lg.
es
Wheat Biscuits
Ralston bite size
i5f

2 101 Sit
15 oz. .

e Flour

_No. 2 dill
Pkg. *:

----Mix
--------Cheese _

Mrs.
ett, Princeton, Mr. and
William Howard Eldridge and
daughter, Madisonville and Mr.
and Mrs. Eldridge.
Miss Mildred Harris, Murray,
t• uble Ackridge spent spent last week-end with her
afternoon with her par- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Everett
and Mrs. Dean, Mar- Harris, to attend the funeral of
her grandfather, Mr. Woodall.
ell Banton was the dinCharles and Donald Trewett
ts Friday of Mrs. J. E. Outland are visiting their grandMrs. Joe
parents, Mr. and
dward Deardorff, Penn- Hutchinson, Model, Tenn.
is spending the ChristMr. James Edward Faught is
days with her mother, ill with a cold.
Mr.
Guess, and
rd
Miss Anna Bell Stinnett is
visiting her parents, Mr. and
award Rice who has Mrs. Stinnett, Caldwell Springs.
fined to his bed with
is improving.
Williams is ill at his
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OT FOR SANTA CLAUS: Santa Claus steps lively across
e in a downtown Washington street as he hastily leaves
tinent store after fire broke out in the building.

Arrangements Less

Early
Asparagus

service is known as the "love
feast," which signifies the bringing together of all classes. Afterwards, in Moravian homes, childran hurry to hnd the "putz", a
miniature landscape that is
another age old tradition.
Another Pennsylvania group
carrying on as of old are the
Philadelphia. For
Swedes in
them the Christmas season be(Continued on page three)

'

orial
ths
$1.50 up

Italia

scenes. For a month the lights
shine on in magnificent spectacle. Built on the mountain-side
is a miniature Bethlehem, while
ibove it itt tableaux -frightened
shepherds gaze upward at the
Christmas Star . . .
Across the nation, in Pennsylvania's Moravian district, another Bethlehem carries on a traditional candlelight ceremony that
was begun in 1756. The church

•
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ds or Filberts,

and
Mexico have been saving
make
to
s
month
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ing
prepar
their town of Madrid (pop. 430)
a mecca for _thousands. Madrid's
celebration, in the heart of the
fiesta-country, is a tradition. In
early December every man, woman and child in town helps
install
string electrical lines,
sound systems, trim 350 outdoor
trees, construct mechanized digplays and a dozen Biblical

ar

lowers

id -

west corner of North Carolina
devout pilgrims are climbing to
the tip of Burger mountain for
re-enactment of the Nativity
This is Christmas, United
States of America, 1942 A.D.
Every town has a celebration,
but here are some of the unoldusual, the strange, the
fashioned . . .
Grimy-faced coal miners high
in the Ortiz mountains of New
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The Growing Leader
Serves You Well...
The More You Use It
The More You'll Sell

3 for *
lb 211

bag 89c
24 pound
carrots 40104
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Pepper
11
the time.
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FOR SIS OR MOTHER
g Pure Thread
Rayon
54 Gauge

FOR DAD OR BROTHER
New II', Fused Collar SHIRTS
*1.25 and $1.19

NOVELTY SOX
29c
Plain or Fancy Colored H'DKS

$125

Pair

10e

Cobb News

(Nemo)
Two more of our home boys
have gone to the Navy, Burley
C. Watts and Mac Dunn.
Uncle Silas Sizemore went to
Hopkinsville Saturday.
Kenneth Yates, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Yates was home
for a short visit. He is stationed
at Cape Cod, Mass.
During the county-wide blackand
out, Mrs. Etta Taylor fell
eye.
left
the
over
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cut a
painful but not serious.
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Childs' Cotton

Leather Belts and Suspenders
25c to 59c

110SE

15e pair
7L
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The.. we. Americana are demanding
SATIN STRIPE TRICOT RAYON
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1
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SHORT1 E
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Acetylene welding . . .
Call us at 451-J.
Oil

Pools Used Parts
Hopkinsville Road

Smooth fitting.
Scientifically anted.
Some have •m.
broidered motifs.
BLUSH ONLY

FOR BABY SIS

FOR LARGER MISS

29c to 59c
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Louisville Citizens
Plan Christmas For
Soldiers At Ft. Knox

Governor Urges
Deferment For
More Ky. Farmers
Tells Washington Authorities Present Draft
Rules Work Severe
Hardships In State
(By Associated Press)
Frankfort, Dec. 15—Request
that farm labor deferment requirements be changed in order
to apply to smaller farms and
that they be based on proposed
1943 crops, instead of 1942, was
made by Gov. Keen Johnson in
telegrams to Washington officials
and Kentucky representatives in
Congress.
"The farm labor situation in
Kentucky is acute and is growing worse," the chief executive
said in commenting on his plea.
"As the deferment formula now
stands, not one Kentucky farm
boy in 500 would be deferred.
It applies only to the huge
farms of Kansas and other western states."
Since tobacco is Kentucky's
large cash crop and can not be
counted in deferment, Johnson
explained that making 1943
crops the basis for deferment of
men eligible for military service would enable Kentucky farmers to adjust their production
and help avert any food shortage. He also commented that
"while tobacco may not be a
food, it's important to the soldiers and is part of their government ration."
The telegram, prepared after a
conference with Dean Thomas P.
Cooper of the State College of
Agriculture, follows:
"I have been informed of a
formula for determination of
essential workers in agriculture.
I wish to protest vigorously
against it, inasmuch as the formula does not provide for situations in Kentucky.
"For example, no provision
made for tobacco, yet it is proposed that acreage be increased
ten per cent. The conversion for
hemp, a critical product, is too
low. I call attention to allowances for farm flocks of sheep and
beef cattle.
"Believe that corrections must
be made to enable Kentucky
farmers to produce requirements.
It is necessary to modify the
ruling of sixteen units for essential agricultural workers so
that a smaller number of units,
for example twelve, may be considered.
"It would seem desirable that
the determining factor be the
proposed 1943 crop rather than
the 1942. Since tobacco has long
been Kentucky's chief cash crop,
emphasis has been placed upon
its production. Our farmers willing and anxious to adjust their
programs in order that food
production may be increased.
"Without a modification of your
rules, many men who cannot
qualify as essential will be inducted this winter.
"I earnestly request that a
review of the entire situation
be made. There is every evidence that our farmers are confronted with a serious labor situation.
"Further withdrawal of key
farmers will make impossible
the attainment of production re-

LEADERS FETE RETIRING SENATOR: Senator George W. Norris (Ind-Neb) talks with a few
of the dignitaries who assembled at a tesiftnonial dinner in Washington for the 81-year-old legislator who is nearing the close of a career of nearly 40 years in Congress. Left to right: British
Ambassador Lord Halifax, Vice President Henry A. Wallace, Norris, Senator Alben W. Barkley
(Dem-Ky), and Admiral William D. Leahy, chief of staff to President Roosevelt.

With Our Heroes
When your fighting man
comes home for a visit, is
or
transferred, promoted
his
else
does something
friends would like to know,
please call The Leader. News
of men in service is always
welcomed.

Princeton, has been promoted
to rank of sergeant. He is stationed at Ft. Bliss, Texas. and
was on a furlough here last
week.
•

•

•

George F. Brown, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Wylie Brown, Princeton, Route 3, was commissioned
Pvt. Hollis George, Princeton,
second lieutenant at the
a
has been transferred from Ft.
Service Ofto Camp Chemical Warfare
Benjamin Harrison
EdgeCandidate
School,
ficer
basic
Robinson, Arkansas for
wood Arsenal, Maryland, Suntraining.
day, Dec. 13. Lieut. Brown was
a. • •
employed as a dye chemist with
Pvt. Harlan Edgar Litchfield,
a large Detroit, Mich. thread
son of Mr. Willie Litchfield,
house.
Route 3, has been transferred
• • •
to Camp Adair, Oregon.
R. B. Williams, manager of
• • •
the Cornick Oil Co., here, has
Harold Rowland, son of Mr.
two sons in the service, Wilson,
rehas
Rowland,
and Mrs. Roy
Camp Barkley, Texas, who is in
cently finished training at the
the medical corps, and Bob C.,
U. S. Signal Corps in Lexington
former manager of the Cornick
and has joined the Navy. He is
Oil Co., station, who left for
now in training at the Navy'
Benjamin Harrison Tuesday.
Ft.
Armory, Chicago.
A son-in-law, Elbert Sharber, is
• • •
in the Navy, stationed at San
Aviation cadet James W.
Calif.
Francisco,
Smith and wife recently visited
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Everybody reads the Leader.
L. Smith, S. Seminary St. He
volunteered for the air service '°,f.^..*ViallOMMAIONIM4AZA6
in June and has obtained his
wings. He is stationed at Nashville Air Training Center, Nashville.
•

•

•

•

•

Sandstorms Hamper
Flyers In Africa
Cairo (JP)—Pilots of the transport planes and bombers being
flown across Africa to the Middle East, Russia and India are
encountering a strange, new
weather obstacle—something different from anything ever experienced in the United States. It
is the harmattan, a windstorm in
which fine particles of sand,
picked up in the Sahara, are
carried thousands of miles. Visibility frequently is cut to a few
hundred feet.
Other hazards are the simoon,
a hot blast of air which reaches
a temperature of 125 degrees,
and the khamsin, a hot, dry,
dust-laden windstorm which
creates fog-like conditions.

Thief Steals Purse,
Also Good Names
Fort Leavenworth, Kas. (IF)—
It wasn't so much the loss of
his $2 and some papers that a
Fort Leavenworth recruit minded; when someone stole his wallet. "It took me a long time to
accumulate all of those telephone numbers," he moaned. "I
sure did hate to lose them!"
AsintaakiMaittAWA,4
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By Associated Press
Fort Knox.—Louisville citizens
are planning to make it a
"merry Christmas" for the soldiers here and at Bowman Field.
Red, white and blue barrels
loaded with Christmas presents
for soldiers will be placed
throughout the two Army posts.
The soldiers will get their gifts
"grab bag stlye."
The barrels will be placed outside of Louisville stores between
now and December 19 and shoppers urged to drop in a gift for
a soldier.
In addition fifty-eight Christmas parties sponsored by Louisville groups are being planned
for the holiday week here and
at Bowman Field.
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Full line of
American
Fostoria, Hollywood
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Pottery, Salem Dinner Sets, Wits - End
Note

THE 'AMERICAN "PATTERN
CAPTURES THE ROMANCE
OF COLONIAL SIMPLICITY

Paper, Socia l

Supper Trays and
Miscellaneous Gifts.

ELDRED HARDWARE CO.
Phone 321
Buy War Bonds and Stamps—A Present 1%ith a Future!
• 0:4

.

Boy Meet Train—
But Only Faintly

metal.
The youth, thrown clear,
Cambridge City, Ind. (IF)—A up, looked himself over
delivery truck driven by 18- found a small cut on his
year old William Mattheis was Then he fainted.
struck by a Nickel Plate freight.
Approximately 120,000 A
The truck's wreckage hooked to
the locomotive for 150 feet and can women are now engag
fell aside, a snarled mass of transportation work.
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Arrow Shirts
$22"2"
Give him Arrow White Shirts, or the
handsome new Arrow pattern shirts . . .
or both! They have perfect looking Arrow collars in a variety of styles . . .
Get his collar size and sleeve length
from one of his old shirts.

-

Pm.

ILCV-SVCIA

Roscoe McIntosh, formerly of
Paducah and brother to Mrs.
Otho Feagan of Princeton, is
with the United States troops in
New Guiana. Last word was
received from him several weeks
ago.
• • •

P
\
L-‘
--•""
k

Gabardine Shirts

$5

$1

Ann

These are the kind of ties men
go for in a big way. Stripes and
all over designs that are really
masculine in character.

...
"`:
...,an

For a Merry CAristmas

Paul Jones Morse, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Morse, Route 1,

and a Happy SHOE Year ...

quirements."
The telegram was sent to Manpower Administrator Paul V.
McNutt, Major General Lewis
B. Hershey, Selective Service
director; Agriculture Secretary
Claude Wickard, Senators Barkley and Chandler and the state's
eight Democratic Representatives
in Congress.

FLORSHEI M SHOES

Most Styles

The Le
store Friday
with a corn
and D'resses.

STETSON HATS $5 to $6.50
Mufflers

We invi
selection.

__

$1.00

A big selection of attractive new
styles and colors in both silk and
wool.

You want to give him a pair of Florsheinas
... but can't remember his size? Then
present him with a Florsheim Gift Certificate and let him make his own choice here.

Pajamas

9050 and 91

Sula

$2 to $5

Broadcloth, pajama twills
beautiful rayon silks.
1.00114111111

NOTICE!

and

fr-vnavic

Leather Coats 9.98-12.95

Give
This

.Fine quality capeskin, suede,
goatskin and Velvahide.

Gloves

F

1.50 to 3.00

Messiah:re Shot sod Boa

Capeskins, goatskins,
lined and unlined.

City motor vehicle licenses for 1943 become due January 1, 1943. A discount of 30
percent will be allowed on all motor vehicle
licenses purchased before February 1, 1943.
Pay water bills before the 18th of each month
and save 10 percent penalty.

pigskins

Per G"that are Awry
o Please and

Leather Belts

Box parr pit order,
With Mliwatrr. Sbo.

Lamps

$1 to $2

Plain and fancy, also Western
style and Elasti-glass.

Floor L
Rugs
Dini
Li

Interwoven Socks
Leather Billfolds $1, $1.50 and $2.00
Hickok Jewelry!

Garland Quisenberry

(Continued from Page
gins with a pageant on
Santa Lucia Day, in th
ball of historic Gloria
Swedes) church, built i
Down at Winston-Sale
Moravians hold the "lo
too, and the Christmas
displayed. But highlight
;ton-Salem's holiday a
the community party
50,000 persons take pa
Another North Caro
Wilmington, claims th
largest Christmas tree,
year old live oak th
center of festivity.
Out on stormy Hatter
the fishfolks of tiny
N. C., observe "Old Chr'
Twelfth Night on Jan.

mor.0nosi"4
115)1

Neckwear

Hale Lefan, brother of Mrs.
Carl Morris of Princeton, is believed to be with the United
States forces in North Africa.
He was stationed in Ireland and
November 12, a telegram came
stating he "was well and safe at
an undisclosed stationed.
• • •

SHE LICKED A JAP
Francisco, which licked
early last month, slips
San Francisco Harbor.
action that Rear Admi
and Capt. Cassin Young
ciated Press Photo fro

local Customs

The Choice Of Choosey Men!

GOT

•

December

GIFTS

Belgium To End
Extraterritoriality
Chungking (iP)—The Belgian
Government through its Ambassador in Chungking has informed
the Chinese Government that it
has decided to relinquish immediately extraterritoriality and its
related rights in China, according to diplomatic circles in
Chungking. As early as 1928 the
Belgian Government in its treaty
with China expressed its readiness .to relinquish extraterritorial
rights and an agreement will
shortly be concluded on this
subject between the two countries.

hursdaY'

Princeton Shoe Co.

COLLECTOR

Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray
1111111111111

Goldmuner's

Give Him A Robe
in it,;
Handsome new patterns
lightthe
and
silks, soft flannels
weight gabardine robes.

$5 to $12.95

seekvizafizaileatatitaaaaaaaaaaakz

Buy

,r

Thursday,

December
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(By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright)
Mrs. "Reb" Hale has returned
from a visit to her son, Wade
hale and family in Sunflower,

Full line

of American

Fostoria,

Hollywood
Pottery, Salem Din.
ner Sets,
Wits.End
Note Paper, social
Supper

Trays

Old

Miscellaneous Gifts.

ARD WARE CO
metal.
The youth, thrown ekit.
—A up, looked
himself ow
18- found a
small cut on NI
was Then he
fainted.
ight.
to
Approximately 120.(01
and can women are now erom
transportation work.

Religious Meetings
In Public Homes

Navy Recruiting Men
Above and Below New
Enlistment Limits
Announcement received here
today states the Navy Recruiting
Station, postoffice building, Hopkinsville,-- is still open for business and despite the fact no
one between the ages of 18 and
38 may be accepted, the Navy
Recruiting Service is still seeking enlistment of all candidates
who are 17 years old, or who
are between the ages of 38 and
50.
In view of these restrictions on
enlistments, the Navy Recruiters
from Hopkinsville will discontinue their weekly visits to
Princeton until further -notice.

Warwick, England (JP)—Clergy
of four Warwickshire villages—
ExArrow, Bidford-on-Avon,
hall and Salford Priors--convinced the technique of the oldfashioned mission is trot of date;
have been visiting each other's
parishes, calling at every house
and holding meetings for all
ages and types of parishioners.
A successful feature was the
"Brains Trust" meetings held In
four public houses and a village
hall.
The landlord of one public
house told Rev. J. A. Thomson,
vicar of Salford Priors, that ever
since the meeting the conversation in the bar every night has
been about religion.

Miss.
Johnson Byrd, Fredonia, was
here on business Tuesday.
Mrs. Lowell Hale was the
guest of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Cook, Tuesday.
Several of our farmers have
been to Hopkinsville this week
selling their Burley crops.
Mr. Hobart Traylor delivered
the
tobacco at
Hopkinsville
market Friday.
Mrs. Allen Hale sustained a
broken ankle when she fell at
her home last week. She was
Pilots Try To Sink
taken to Princeton Hospital for
Old paint brushes should be
Subs
With Trick
treatment but later she was reFreetown, Sierra Leone, Africa reclaimed, the bristles being
turned home.
(W)—The pilots of unarmed trans- cleaned with gasoline or turpenMiss Viola Burton, teacher at
port planes traversing the Wee tine.
Hart School is boarding at the
African coastal region believe
home of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
RICKENBACKER PILOT BACK HOME: Capt. William T. Cher- they are getting some •submaMoore.
ry, Jr., pilot of the plane which was forced down in the south
rines.
Mrs. W. M. Cartwright left
Pacific while carrying Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker on a special
They dive on each U-boat they
Saturday for Louisville. She'll
mission, greets his wife and small daughter, Paula, at Dallas, see on the surface, hoping it will
be gone until after the holiTexas, on route to Washington. Mrs. Cherry is employed at an
crash-dive without getting all
days.
—AP Telemat
aircraft plant near Grand Prairie, Texas.
hatches properly closed. To date
Traylor
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart
few submarines have waited to Cooper Socks.
Long or
were shopping in Hopkinsville
take a careful look at the
last week.
planes streaking down at them
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Hale, Mr.
from
the skies.
but
erratic
an
Ticco,
Milt
and
Features
Press
Associated
and Mrs. Lowell Haile and
Lexington, Ky.—Squire Adolph resourceful forward.
children were in Hopkinsville
A new type of propeller for
From seven reserves, Adolph
Rupp, the combination basketSaturday.
have to select his other two American military planes has six
3 pairs $1.00
Gordon Mitchell has been ill. ball coach and tiller of the will
I. LICKED A JAP BATTLESHIP: The U.S. Cruiser San
Bill Barlowe, Kenneth blades, two sets of three each
Miss Dorothy Dillingham visit- Bluegrass soils, reports a typical starters.
ncisco, which licked a Japanese battleship off the Solomons
Rollins, or Clyde Parker could rotating in opposite directions.
ed her parents last Tuesday.
basketball story these days at be the other guard to work
ly last month, slips under the Golden Gate Bridge and into
Howard Pickering and Ray- the University of Kentucky.
"E" is the most commonly
Francisco Harbor. It was aboard the San Francisco in this
along with Akers. There are all
mond Phelps, Scottsburg, passWhispers Adolph, "it could well over six feet.
used letter in the English langon that Rear Admiral Dan J. Callaghan of Oakland, Calif.,
this community
through
ed
I don't see how."
The other starting forward to uage, but "S" is the most comCapt. Cassin Young, the cruiser's skipper, were killed. (Asso- Tuesday enroute to Hopkinsville. be worse, but
in the Blue- work with Ticco will be chosen monly used capital.
here
natives
The
—AP Telemat
'is Photo from U. S. Navy
move
Miss Nola Wilson will
grass never give this pre-season from either Mulford Davis or a
up a custom that dates back to to Hopkinsville soon. She sold prognostigation much thought. freshman by the name of Paul
and grocery some time "Adolph is up to his old tricks,"
the founding of the community. her farm
Noel.
ago to Mr. Kelley, of near they inform you.
"This will be the best season
(This Twelfth Night celebration Cerulean Springs.
ontinued from Page One)
a
have
he'll
see,
and
"Wait
in the history of basketball," the
unsome
for
day
a
early
is
has
Glass
James
Maurice
Cdt.
better team than last season's Squire concluded, meaning that
with a pageant on Dec. 13,
Claus been here the last week visiting Southeastern Conference chamknown reason.) Santa
• • If you are sued, who furnishes legal
a Lucia Day, in the parish
it will be another good season
comes on Christmas Even, but relatives. He returned to his pionship five despite the fact for Kentucky's Wildcats, and a
defense and who pays the judgment? You, or
(Old
Dei
Gloria
of historic
accompanied by that he lost 12 out of 15 playyour liability insurance policy? Call us if you
returns for "Old camp in Texas,
when he
poor season for their opponents.
es) church, built in 1700.
his wife and baby.
ers."
some questions.
have
him
with
brings
he
Christmas"
wn at Winston-Salem, N. C.,
For 13 years now, Rupp has
The crater of the Alaska volavians hold the "love feast" "Old Buck," a menacing ogre Briton Inherits
"Honestly, It's the Best Policy"
his team's cano, Mount Katmai, would hold
bemoaning
been
and the Christmas "putz" is who takes care of naughty child- Italian Quarry
chances against "those big boys all the buildings of New York
to
administers
Santa
layed. But highlight of Win- ren while
London (./P)—Kenneth Webb from those wealthy colleges." city.
-Salem's holiday activity is the good.
may be a lucky man, but he But figures never have been
churches
the
C.,
N.
Murphy,
At
community party in which
INSURANCE
doesn't know—yet. His father's known to lie.
Cabbage contains from 10 to
of God prepare a replica of an0 persons take part.
Phone 104
in
Square
East
Since the Southeastern Con- 15 pounds of water for each
Court
published,
been
just
has
will
other North Carolina city, cient Bethlehem at the eastern which he has been left
a ference was formed nine years pound of dry matter.
amphitheater
natural
a
of
end
ington, claims the "world'
returned
has
ago, Kentucky
marble quarry.
St Christmas tree," a 300- between Ten Commandments and
a lot of ho me champions six times, runworth
is
Marble
old live oak that is the Sermon on the Mount peaks. On money, and this particular quar- ners-up twice, and out of the
the afternoon before Christmas
r of festivity.
ry is easily worked, near a port, money only once, and that's
t on stormy Hatteras island, at the hour coinciding with mid with plenty of labor to work it. pretty fair basketball, considerfishfollcs of tiny Rodanthe, night in Palestine, the Nativit But the quarry may have been ing Adolph's "poor little moun.. observe "Old Christmas" or pageant is enacted . . .
bombed, or turned into a coastal tain boys."
Boston is planning its annua
fth Night on Jan. 5, keeping
of competition
What kind
gun pit, or anything.
That is what Kenneth Webb does Kentucky face? "Toughest
wants to know. It is at Carrara, schedule in America," Adolph
Italy, some four hours' journey replys.
"Indiana, Ohio State, Notre
from much bombed Genoa.
Dame, Great Lakes, Tennessee,
Christmas tree on Boston Com- Alabama, Georgia Tech, and
mon, but minus lights. Carolers, that's just part of the schedule,"
a tradition on fashionable Beacon Adolph commented.
Hill, will tour the district as
As for the personnel of this
usual, but their candles will be season's quintet, Rupp has three
blacked out.
lettermen back in Mary Akers,
The LeVine Salesman will be at our
Newburyport, Mass, has under- a guard whom last season restore Friday, Dec. 18, from 9 until 12 o'clock
taken the job of raising enough ceived All-American consideramoney to send every man and tions, Mel Brewer, second string
with a complete line of Spring Suits, Coats
woman from the city in the Southeastern Conference center,
and Dresses.
armed services a $10 Christmas
Rejected By Navy,
check.
We invite you to come in and make your
Up in New Hampshire, Episco- Makes Ships Instead
selection.
Bayonne, N. J. (4)—Once repal Bishop John T. Dallas, has
called upon the public to dis- jected by the United States Navy
continue this Christmas the giv- because of a slight physical imperfection, Gregory F ere n d
ing of "habit gifts."
"Habit giving," the Rt. Rev. turned to building ships instead.
Dallas says, "is but an express- Between August and December,
ion of hurried friendship. Forget 1942, Ferend built the yards of
the gifts and do the harder thing, the Marine Maintenance Corp.
write a personal note as a token in Bayonne and simultaneously
built four coastwise tankers.
of good will."
A native of Cefalonia in the
$1.00 to $5.00
Coty's
%1
1
11
45
,
Islands, Ferend came to
51r44,451151
Ionian
•
lin
VICAIRTJIA50A40r451nIt)
the United States in 1916 at
the age of 19, worked at odd
jobs, and in 1931 during the
depression began operating the
Sword Steamship Line—with one
vessel. In addition to his shipWhitman's the best $1.10 to $5
$1.00
Williams
building company, he still operated the Sword line (now
$1.00 to $5.00
Coty's
with six ships) and acts as time
charter agent and general agent
Is the Logical GIFT
for the War Shipping Administration.
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Kentucky Coach Moans Again

Princeton Shoe Co.

cal Customs Are
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• GIFT
Suggestions

Announcement!
*

Xmas Cards, Seals,

Wrapping Materials

Sula & Eliza Nall

Give Something Useful and Lasting
This Christmas

Mirrors
Smoking Stands
End Tables
Chairs
Rockers
Desks
Floor Lamps
Chests
Cedar
Beds
Rugs
Dining Room
Living Room
Bed Room Suites

Lamps

Rell
Give Him A

and practical
Buy Early ... See our stock of useful

patterns
the be
Handsome new
flannels and
silks, soft
gabardine robes
weight

$5 to $12.95

Gift Sets

S

Shaving Sets

tctc=cwtvctcvctctctc
Give Baby
a pair of Mrs. Day's Ideal

Baby Shoes. The finest
made. Priced $1.00 to
$3.50.
Fitted By X-Ray

Traveling Sets

Roi-Tan, Chas. Denby, LaFendrick
and La Palina,

IMPAIRIllreadk
iftNOMA Nektit%1140M054111tWit

Men's leather case $1.00 to $6.50
Amity Sets

$1.00 to $5.00

$3.00

Box of 25

Fireworks

Stationary

Hollowelrs Drug Store
On The Corner

Princeton,

Christmas Candy

Princeton, Ky.

Princeton Shoe Co.
ictoctocKixtfittrtoric LINDOINPaiaripataiaailigaraikatkatii00010100000411)13101
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Homemakers

Kentuckian On AP All-American

ALL-AME
•

CLYDE JOHNSON
Kentucky Tackle

GARRARD RAMSEY
Mary Guard
William

DAVE SCHREINER
Wisconsin End

/FRANK SINKWICH
Georgia Back

Masonic Meeting

Clinton Lodge No. 82
a called meeting 7 P. M.will li
F
Homemakers' Schedule
December 18th to
confer
Mrs. Clarence Nichols will be First Degree.
Brethren p
members of the take notice.
hostess to
Visiting broth
Bethany Club at 2 p. m. Friday. welcome.
Hopson members will meet with
W. L. Granst4f, Master.
Mrs. R. K. Stroube at 2 p. m.,
G. W. Towei y, Seey.
Monday. The Hopkinsville Road
group will be entertained at To See A
Telephone
7:00 p. m. Monday by Mrs. Earl Join The Army
Adams. A Tuesday afternoon
Shawnee, Okla.
VP)—When Or
meeting is scheduled for the ville Griggs,
18-year-old
with
Mrs.
D.
D.
Cobb group,
•Meek
or farm boy, joined
the
Rogers as hostess.
Air Forces as a mechanic Ann
he go
a sort of a bonus—he
got to ta
over a telephone for thr,
Friendship Homemakers
Mrs. Leon Cummins entertain-, tit%
After using
ed Friendship Homemakers at a
phone,
Griggs said he ,
at
Thursday
Christmas meeting
her home on Nichols Street. Mrs. was all right as a mileage save
Deamon Morris had charge of "if you can understand it," ex
the meeting. Mrs. Harold Smith plained he'd TIE'Ver talked ove
led the lesson study on the one because "I just never ha
"Share-the-Meat" program. Fol- lived around a telephone!'
lowing a pot-luck lucheon served
at noon, Mrs. Orville Bates con- Smith, Charles Skees,
ducted a recreation period which Travis and Miss Birch Cam
mins and Nancy Scrugham w
concluded the meeting.
Mesdames Bates, Morri s, Mrs. Cummins' guests.
141704170011014PNIVIIIIPOSTIVINTIOsnelredrOdPileriaPJ4CSEPOOPervienotot

ROBERT SHAW
Ohio State End

11

Christmasfelicadquarters
=I

RICHARD WILDUNG

PAUL GOVERNALI
Columbia Bock

JOAPH DOMNANOVICH
Alabama Center

Clyde "Big John" Johnson, of
Ashland, the University of Kentucky's 235-pound left tackle, is
the first player from Kentucky
to make the All-American football team since Red Roberts, of

Minnesota Tackle

Centre College fame, back in
1921, earned the honor from
Walter Camp. Johnson won almost unanimous choice of the
experts for left tackle on the
All-Southeastern Conference 11

and then was picked for the
same spot by the Associated
Press grid poll. He has been an
outstanding lineman the last 3
years on the U. K. squad, usually playing virtually all of every

Tennessee Depends On Rhythm
(By Willard Yarbrough)
(Associated Press Features)
Knoxville, Tenn.—A smooth
orchestra on the players' bench
would make Tennessee's Volunteers feel at ease next Sugar
Bowl Day at New Orleans. For
soft tunes would harmonize perfectly with Tennessee's unique
Offense, which stressee rhythm
and more rhythm.
The Tennessee system, as developed by former head coach
Col. Bob Neyland, who learned
his football as a West Pointer,
Involves tricky reverses
that
necessitate split-second timing
for execution. Without this timing, or rhythm, the Volunteer
ground attack is nil.
Coach John Barnhill, who
learned this system as a Tennes-

see player and later succeeded
Colonel Neyland when the latter
entered the Army two years
ago, is a fundamentalist too.
Tennessee, as Tulsa University
will learn New Year's Day, relies mainly on its running attack to produce the necessary
yardage. This ground game
yields to aerial thrusts only
when the rhythm fails to open
holes in the forewall of the
opposition, or when blocking is
weak.
"Our main weapon is the running attack," Barnhill declared.
"This offensive method has always paid touchdown dividends
and we have no reason to
change our tactics at this stage
of the game."
But Tennessee is powerful in

the air too, as many strong opponents learned_ the past season. Fordham and
Louisiana
State boasted passing aces in
Steve Filipowicz
and
Alvin
Dark, respectively, but the Colunteers aerialed sufficiently to
beat both at their own game.
The two-team system, which
makes Tennessee somewhat individualistic in itself, has been
carried over from the Neyland
regime. This year there is but
little difference in the Vols`
first and second teams. One is
just as powerful as the other on
the offensive, with the first
stringers perhaps the stronger
on the defense. The teams usually alternate each quarter.
Bobby Cifers, a Tennesse native who currently leads the na-
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...to a Warm
Good Morning

We Were Lucky

Magazine holds 100
pounds of coal. Holds
firs several days on
checked draft. Your
home is WARM misery
MORNING.
COME IN ... SEE
IT IODATE

and
You Will Be Lucky, Too
If You Get One Of These

Warm Morning
Heaters
New Shipment Just Received
Everyone knows that the Warm Morning Heater
means a warm house 24 hours a day. See us NOW.
Sold according to Government Regulations.

game on the schedule. He was
unable to be in the lineup
against Tennessee this year but
in every other game the Wildcats played he was a standout.
His selection on the All-Ameri-

can is expected to boost Kentucky's stock when high school
athletes of the State consider
where to go for their collegiate
football henceforth, when the
war is over.

tion's punters in the kicking department with a 42-plus average a try, and Walter Slater, a
Yankee from Providence, R. I.,
alternate at the tailback slot.
Triple-threat Cifers, a dark
curly-haired boy with a physique not unlike a Trojan, is the
starter. His quick kicks, which
incidentally
have
been
used more as an offensive
weapon tnan a defensive one
this year, have been surprisingly good. His ball lugging has
been short of terrific and his
passes aren't at all bad.
Tennessee uses Cifers to soften
up the opponent. Then little
Slater breezes in to display some
fleet foot work, galloping for
touchdowns more than likely,
and to pass to ends Al Hust,
Franklin Hubbell or 0. C. Lloyd.
He's better in the passing department than is Cifers.
The Volunteers are replete
with backfield men and there
isn't enough difference among
them to start an argument
about. There's Lawrence (Red)
Zontini, sophomore of Whitesville, W. Va., and Soph William
(Bill) Hillman of Kane, Pa.,
whose names are synonymous
with 30, 40 and 50 yard runs.
William Meek, senior from
Birmingham, Ala., and Charles
Mitchell, St. Albans, W. Va.,
share the quarterback post. William (Bill) Nowling, senior from
St. Petersburg, Fla., usually
starts at the fullback slot, yielding to either Piledriver Clyde
(Ig) Fuson, 212 pound Middleboro, Ky., boy, or William Gold,
a junior from Brockton, Mass.
Jim Gaffney, Cumberland, Md.,
speedster, is the staritng wingback.
The major weakness at the
start of the season was in the
line—the tackle spots. Barnhill
plugged both
pdsitions
with
sophomores, Richard Huffman,
Charleston, W. Va., and Denver
Crawford, Kingsport, T e n n.
They've done remarkably well.
The Tennessee offense of 1942
has been explosive. With three
exceptions, against Vanderbilt,

Alabama and South Carolina,
the Volunteers have rolled up
huge leads in the first and second quarters. Reserves have
taken over auring second halves,
playing defensively as the rule.

vnitteauctusto
Give Him
House Slippers. All leath-

IN HOPKINSVILLE, IT'S . . .
er, newest styles, all sizes!

Cayce-Yost

$1.50 to $3.50

(Incorporated)

Hopkinsville,
CODUKUMIKUKUPoUit%AUK

Kentucky

UlksURUInir%ait

Princeton Shoe Co.

: PROUD OF
't wait when
Distinguished
Pacific, so she
tulations. The
.aukee. Others
ng Center at
Ellyn, Ill., (cc
Iowa Both re.
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Come in today and see our assortment of
beautiful Gifts. -We have: Glassware, Dishes,
Radios . . . everything in hardware that beautifies a home at Christmas time.

GLENN DOBBS
Tulsa Back

CHARLES TAYLOR
Stanford Guard

ta

Toys, a specialty. We have them for all
the kiddies.

1

Joiner Hardware Co.

In the days of Queen Eliza- r
ill
The Friendliest Store in Town
beth, Englishmen were required AI
by law to eat fish 55 days of
the year.
11410140444144.0(001.0.4144011.06040CalatiP14,141
PcariCtrts7.4740111,1141
,
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TIRES
For
Everybody
When
A

Hitler,Hirohito and Mussolini
are beaten,tried and convict A
ed of nigh Treason aganisi
Humanity.
Your Purchase of War Bo1'1ls1
and Stamps will hasten this
event by days. weeks
and months.
Place a War Stamp on every
Christmas Greeting you
send out

Western Auto Associate Store
J. A. CREASEY, Prop.

PHONE 400
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y Loses
Oldtime Gismo
Riley, Kas. (
-glamorization,
cavalry will ha
best of it: Fir. • was deprived
boots and br•
.icturesque Tedd
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-ment Trainin.
Riley.
the Scrap on
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Silver Disappear,
In Ljlterla

Pueblo, Colo. (A')—Er since
the Colorado state highway patrol was organized it has been
a standing order for patrolmen
to give one gallon of gasoline,
free, to any motorist found
stranded by lack of gas. But no
more. With the advent of rationing officers were instructed to
give no gasoline away, but they
may push a stranded car to a
filling station if one is nearby.

Monrovia, Liberia (/P)—The
disappearance of silver coins
from circulation has become one
of Liberia's monetary headaches.
believe
officials
Government
many are being buried in the
interior, never to be recovered,
and others melted down to provide silver for trinkets sold at
a good profit to souvenir-seeking
white visitors.

such things as "jumping
falling without being hurt," that
they acquire "a sense of position
in space" and develop ability to
carry another without injury to
self and "to 'control their bodies
in flight."
how.
Obstacle races apparently are
With 8 to 12 minutes of daily to become as familiar to high
In size and strength the bison,
Crow For Beef
recom- school boys and girls tomorrow
exercise
conditioning
which roamed the western plains
—
)
(/13
Worried
Okla.
Tulsa,
mended by the U. S. Office of as slates and sleigh bells were to
of North America less than a
about meat rationing? Well, says
Education for high school stu- grandpa yesterday.
century ago, surpassed all native
Dr. T. W. Stallings of Tulsa,
dents, go many other methods of
American game.
A lot of this program is beyou needn't be. There are enough
girding young America for war. lieved necessary because Americrows in the United States to and he adds: -"Eating crow is
A new manual, soon to be ca has gone too far away from
fill the gap caused by a tempor- not bad at all. In fact, young
sent to schools over the coun- the pioneers. Army officers, adary beef and pork crisis, he says, crows are swell eating."
try, advises teachers to show vising the Office of Education in
how
as
things
the students such
preparatibn of this physical fitto march a mile in 12 minutes, ness program, said:
walk and run two miles in 20
Reports have circulated in
"American youths do not have
minutes, walk and run ten miles the ability to live comfortably Washington, D. C., that Postin two hours, pick up another and safely in open country."
master General Frank C. Walkstudent from the floor and,
er (above) is the administration's
461
using the "fireman's carry," tote Old Chapel Bell
choice to succeed Edward J.
40T'
him 20 yards in eight seconds, Offered As Scrap
Flynn as Democratic national
in
yards
20
leg
hop on either
Flynn has indicated
'▪otaidp•opcwfiepoop,
Washington (W) — When the chairman.
missosoceolvtarles:94
seven seconds.
he will relinquish the post early
Boston firm of Paul Revere and
educators
the
—AP Telemat
Apparently
in January.
11:01JD OF HER DADDY: Little "Douggie" Gray just
Sons repaired the old King's
dare think this is
even
don't
a
her
daddy
in
a
Star
of
lieu
Gold
received
when
wait
't
Chapel bell yoke in 1818 the
a terri4 Distinguished Flying Cross for heroic action in the south- easy. They've outlined
Revere family did not know the Spells Her Names
exng
of
conditioni
program
West
Let him be proud to remember you as
cifie, so she broke into formation to clasp his knee in fice
yoke would serve in another From East Or
sports,
races,
obstacle
ercises,
The
—
(A')
Okla.
of
,
S.
Gray
is
Lt.
father
James
McAlester
grinning
•,Ilations. The
wAr for freedom.
you look during the holidays with a new
plowing, road
,kee Others decorated in the ceremony at the Naval Air wood chopping,
The metal yoke has been do- mother of W. C. Tippit, he rehair style or the ever-popular feather curl.
and camping.
, . Center at Pensacola, Fla., are Lt. I. H. McPherson, of work
nated to the Boston Salvage lates, had three names that
be
should
boys
the
say
They
either
same
the
of
Sioux
spelled
, lyn. Ill., (center) and Lt. Nels L. A. Berger,
Committee by the trustees of were
Special prices on permanents Saturday,
—AP Telemat able to develop "strength, endur- King's Chapel, according to sal- backward or forward. They were
,va. Both received the Navy Cross.
Monday and Tuesday.
ance, stamina, bodily coordina- vage drive officials.
Hannah Anna Tippit.
No Sunburn Trouble
tion and physical skills that will
y Loses
For Submarine Crews
be of direct value and use in
time Glamor
Safety tips for war workers are
active
Every locomotive in
war
forces and
the armed
Features
d
Press
Associate
this
(A")—If
Kas.
Riley,
service on American railroads now being published by the U.S.
The crew of an American sub- work."
now handles about 25 percent government.
clarnorization, apparently
Mary Pruitt, Operator
They say the girls should be
in
Phone 2
1-y will have to make marine on prowl in enemy waters given "opportunity to achieve, to more ton miles than it did
With or Without Appointments
There are now 21,000 protected
1939.
of it: First the 15th sometimes does not see the sun succeed and to increase morale,"
and
States
bison in the United
, as deprived of its tradi- for a month or longer, so great that feminine endurance should
Eveiybody reads the Leader. Canada
r
commande
the
caution
the
ots and breeches; then is
"be developed only as a result
uresque Teddy Roosevelt must observe. The sub stays sub- of vigorous activity carried bec;1 hats were taken from merged during dayligh, comes up yond the first onset of fatigue,"
soldiers at the Cavalry only at night. Crew members that "effort should be sustained
nient Training Center at often lose as much as 20 pounds even though the girls are tired."
on a cruise.
hey.
The boys won't be the only
ones taught fighting and esEverybody reads the Leader. cape methods either. The officithe Scrap on Your Fars
als recommended that girls learn
By Margaret Kernodle
Associated Press Features
Washington.—Mama or papa
might have a hard time dressing
in four minutes. But their sons
and daughters soon will know
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If Car Stalls,
Police Will Push It

bOnia---he got to

elePhune for the

t

using the recruiter,
s
Griggs said he
right as a mile
can
understand it,'
he'd never talked
ause "1 just never (1::
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Announcement!
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Mr. R. C. GUESS is now operating one
of the chairs in the Ideal Barber Shop.
Come in today and visit our new shop,

A

where prices are right and service is prompt.

IDEAL BARBER SHOP

issolini
onviet•
gnn1st

Schenectady, N. Y., Dec. 15—
Do you want varicolored flames
the
in your fireplace during
Yuletide season? You can have
them if the logs are soaked in
chemical solutions.
General
the
According to
Electric Science Forum question-and-answer man, fireplace
fuel soaked in a lithium chloride
solution will produce a purple
flame, while strontium nitrate
will present a beautiful red.
Copper sulphate will give you
blue, and calcium chloride will
flame.
burn with an orange
Yellow is produced with sodium
chlorate. Wood Or cones that
have barium nitrate in them
will give green flames.
The directions are simple. Dissolve one pound of the chemical
powder in one gallon of water,
have the fuel soak a few minutes, and then let it dry.
Large logs will also produce
the same effects if the chemicals
are dusted on them before being placed in the fireplace.
These inexpensive chemicals
can be bought in drug or hardware stores.

We Have the Largest Stock
We ever had
Seamless, Bare-leg
Cotton or Rayon Mesh
Clear, Sheer Rayon
(By

Indian School Sends
A Mystic Message

Bonds
n iliis
ks

at Cayce-Yost
• Lenox China
• Gorham Silver
• Duncan Glass
• Wedgwood China
• Towle Silver
• Tiffin Glass
• Reed and Barton Silver
• Decorative Lamps
• Antique Silver

you

Store
PHONE 400

s

• Haviland China
• Decorative Accessories
• International Silver

Pueblo, Colo. (A')—Mrs. Hubert Glover's Sunday School
class occasionally contributed
money to a Methodist school at
Baroda, India. The other day
Max Morton found a letter addressed to Mrs. Glover sticking
under the windshield wiper of
his car. It was from the school
at Baroda. How it got attached to
the windshield wiper still is a
mystery.
onnilimmilmitemmiliemeol
suominsoulemtnen.llllllomeniotimmllooti

Your Bill Is Sent
Once A Week....
Do you know that The
Leader sends you a statement
of your subscription account
- every week?
Look at the date beside
your name on the wrapper, or
on the margin of the paper,
at the top of the front page.
That date tells when your
subscription expires. With declining revenues from advertising, your subscription account now means more than

i

I

I
i

I

ever.
Please remit promptly.

The Princeton
LEADER

Humming Bird)

Regular Rayon
(By

A

40171
j
,
Ikaai

Colored Flames In
Xmas Fireplace

______ 1.00

Humming Bird)

All-over Bemberg

MCC

Gift Boxes
and
Wrapping
Free!
CtCt-CtfeCt(til

Court Upholds
State Wage law
For Women, Minors

Staff First

Always

Assails Suit Against AP

Associated Press Features
Do we raise the flag to halfstaff when a President dies? If
your answer is "yes" you're
wrong. You never "raise" the
American flag to only half-staff.
If the emblem is not already
flying you run it all the way up
and then lower it.

Zone Rates Of Pay
Are Mandatory Upon
All Employers; Inspectors Are Busy

prosecution were pending when
the November files closed.
and
fortyThree hundred
eight similar inspections were
made with respect to enforcement of the Child Labor Law.
The Department approved 296
employment certificates for minors in Noveinber and revoked
three. Requests for work perinmits have been steadily
creasing in the past few months,
due to shortage of manpower
and "strict enforcement of the
Laws," Burrow
Child Labor
stated.

Jars of fruit or
vegetal)
fresh vegetables,
were eon
ed by members of
home
clubs in Jefferson
County
harvest festival for Army
Navy Relief.

A recent decision of the
Boots or Shoes. Some
Court of Appeals of Kentucky
upheld the constitutionality of
they need and want.
the Kentucky Minimum Wage
large selection, all
Mandatory Order regulating emand
women
ployment of all
by X-Ray,
minors, according to a statement
given by Commissioner of Industrial Relations William C.
Burrow in Frankfort today. The
is
Order in question was issued
by the Commissioner and became effective June 1, 1939.
The dispute concerning the
Rep. Charles A. Plumley (ROrder's validity and constitu- Vt.) (above) rose in the House
tionality was brought forth in of Representatives to assail the
Dutchess of Windsor arrived at
WINDSORS ARRIVE FOR UNEXPECTED VISIT Tin, Duke and
the Gladys Shop case of Padu- Justice Department's anti-trust
United States. Capt. E. W. Melchen of
Miami, Fla., from Nassau on an unannounced visit to the
cah. The defendants, the Gladys suit against The Associated
this
occasions when they came to
Shop, Inc., appealed the decision Press as "evidence of a dethe Miami police (right), who has helped guard them on other
—AP Telemat
And Jesus, when he
country, hands them their passports.
of the McCracken Circuit Court termined effort on the part of
baptised, went up
was
required
of June, 1941 which
the bureaucrats at Washington"
straightway out of the
them to pay the plaintiff, a to "freeze the" Bill of Rights and
water: and, lo, the heavens were opened unto
former employee, a balance due destroy the freedom of the press.
him, and he saw the
—AP Telemat
her under the Kentucky Miniof God descending
Spirit
and
the
women
about
is
for
Law
presents
Wage
Buying
mum
reds of thousands of men and
By Edward Robinson
dove, and lighting
a
like
enare
orders
case. The three
women in the forces are doing hardest of the holiday problems, minors.
upon him:
Associated Press Features
and a bigger strain than ever on
The appeal by the attorneys forced by the Department and
And, lo, a voice from
London.—Britain's fourth war everything possible within limitthem are in for the Gladys Shops, Inc. was inspections are made daily by
of
Most
purse.
the
its
Yuletide
give
to
heaven, saying, This is
resources
ed
normalChristmas, which would
my beloved Son, in
Many the luxury class, and luxuries on the grounds that the Wage the field force of the Departly have been a long four-day traditional atmosphere.
whom I am well pleased.
at 66% percent.
was void for the reason ment with regard to any violataxed
Order
are
Santa
as
collective
acting
a
are
be
will
work,
respite from
--2-Matt. 3:16, 17.
Statute
the
of
the
Section
the
During
that
same.
of
the
children.
tion
evacuated
to
"staggered" and stay-at-home Claus
(Section 4767a-5, Sub-section (e) month of November 357 inTo
holiday for most of the 23,500,000 Thousands of doughboys and 'Sweetheart's'
of Carroll's Kentucky Statutes) spections of various industries
In
Service
guests
Men
be
will
soldiers
dominion
few
a
full-time workers and
New York (IP)—Ann Corio, one authorizing it was in violation in the State were completed.
of British families.
million more part-timers.
Also during the month 43
United States personnel are of the leading exponents of the of Section 59 of the Constitution
Relay systems will keep the
art, is organizing a of Kentucky, prohibiting local or claims were filed with the DePI
ISI II 1) I
Div ((it
Of
war factories going, and the giving a party to 200 children at strip-tease
which she calls "Sweet- special Legislation to regulate partment by employes paid less
real holiday is expected to be the Londonderry Naval base— group
of the A.E.F." She is labor.
than the Minimum Wage Order
either Saturday (Boxing Day) with Christmas trees, presents, hearts
The Court of Appeals, how- standards. Nine complaints were
rounding up a group of Broadturkeys.
ruNERAI. Dim:cross AND FURNITVItt bEAU:Its
or Sunday.
Pitom.s 4rot OR 457
All Britain is optimistically way and Hollywood actresses as ever, upheld the decision of the disrnussed and 33 settlements
Thousands of the workers will
ANIIll 'I A( l' SUR VI( IPRINCETON. kl
of the organi- McCracken Circuit Court and were made involving a total colattempt to get home for Christ- hopeful of a Christmas free charter members
of which is to established constitutionality of lection of $445.75 in back wages
purpose
zation,
of
previous
raids
heavy
the
from
railfind
will
but
travelers
mas,
by the due employes. Thirty-one alleg"adopt" boys in the armed forces Wage Orders issued
way services out, cold waiting winters.
Volume of these famous Scenes, mailed free on r
There will be one toast for overseas, write letters to them Commissioner of Industrial Re- ed violations which were refer- Beautiful
rooms, interrupted journeys.
authorito
a
respect
month
with
once
lations,
at
least
send
and
s
to
red
county
for
authoritie
land—"to
in
the
family
every
the
The only automobiles on
a package of candy, cookies, ty to zone the State and differroad will be those engaged on absent ones."
cigarettes and other gifts. Each entiate wage rates.
will
beef
roast
veal,
Pork,
ownwhose
or
those
war work,
In effect now are two Kenmember, says Ann, will be asto
due
ers have persuaded authorities pear on most tables,
signed a boy by drawing a name tucky Minimum Wage Orders
short supply of poultry.
of the need for their journey.
affecting specific industries in
Drinks will be chiefly a topic from a hat.
Christmas will, however, be
addition to the general Wage
more communal than any of for reminiscence. Nothing extra
Order attacked in the Gladys
in
its
field.
leads
Leader
The
released.
being
is
Hundthe other war holidays.
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LET US MAKE THIS
A GOOD CHRISTMAS
Uli

Our chain of joyous, untroubled
Christmases is broken. This
Christmas will be different . . .
but we can still make it o good
one
All that Christmas means to us
is in peril today and may be lost
to us unless we dedicate ourselves wholly to the task of winning the war.
..._ preserve our Christmas
We nust
spirit, so it will shine out for all
the world to see. This Christmas,
of all we have ever known, must
be a good Christmas.

Sleek, dull finish
rayon hose . . .
shaped
beautifull
because they're full
fashioned! Glamorous sheers or service weights. Reinforced!

Martha B. .1'
and Mrs.
Chicago, arr
•0 spend the
laughter, Mr
family and
proth and fanu
alryr,
eminl1a
saz
Hazel
sit H

Better-lhul

Rayon Hose
79c

1,ng her pare
rs. J. T. Mart'.
d hhy
arp
e.r aunt,

Everything For

Attractive Blouses
Cotton Dresses_
Boys' Dress Shirts_
Boys' Pajamas in
smooth percales_
Sport Sweaters___
Leather Jackets___

W

1.29
1.19
98c
1.19
1.49
7.34

HEN storekeeper Abe Lincoln discovered he

Especially For Baby

had over-charged a customer 6¢ he walked 6

59c
Blankets
Cute Slipover Sweater 98c
98c
Toddlers' Dresses

miles to return those pennies, and earned the

Mufflers, dress rayons...
Marathon Hats, fur felt..
Towncraft Suspenders.
Fine Leather Belts-Billfolds-Topflight Shirts,
Sanforized*-----------Ties, in newest patterns-Armorfoot Socks, 3 prs...
Handkerchiefs, box of 3
Pajamas in fast color-Warm Sportclad
Sweaters, all wool-*Sanforized means
shrinkage will not ex
1 percent.
Townenift Sanforised

The Gift She'll Use!
Rayon Crepe or Satin!
Trimmed!
Tailored!

Young Folks!

1.29
A smartly tailored
style, or one lavishly trimmed with
lace, all precisely
cut in rayon crepe
or satin. Correctly
sized . . . 32 to 44.

She'll Like These
For Leisure!

Integrity in little things has helped us, too

has earned for us,

Soft warmth
of rayon and
cotton plush.
Flannel lined.
Platform sole
and heel!
For Ease!
EVERETTS
Trim kid leather.

we believe, the complete confidence of this community, not only
in 1942, but in other years. At this time we want to thank you
for this confidence, and to extend to you every good wish for
a MERRY CHRISTMAS.

kdrcgstirtigr cap ksv

For every Lady on your list
a Gift you'll be proud of

B. T. Daum, Prop.

Phone 161
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ADD A
Lovely New Rayon
• 49e
Hosiery
Wo4
All
79c
Three Gift Handkerchiefs17. 4
3.98
s__
Housecoat
Rayon Satin
ome,
Adonna Rayon Satin Gowns 1.98 Gifts For The
-Cloth
Real Leather Handbags___ 1.98 Lace Table
-Bedspreads
Smart, Rayon Satin Scarfs_ 98c Colonial
Cases......
Rayon Blouses, tailored__ 1.29 Embroidered
Cabinet
Sewing
Priscilla
Smart Mirra-Line Dresses... 4.98
dvogra.rvita,tivorrisaistimitiatiall.44/47/#4,04401,004714VISIWItroOf

BARGAINS

BUY BLANKETS FOR GIFTS

Main at Cadiz St.

1.

Men's Shirts
1.65
s moot

nickname "Honest Abe."
Women's Slippers

Miss Margaret

Gifts of Fashion for H

Cynthia Slips

Fancy Indian Designs
Double Fancy Pairs
Single Fancy, large size
Double Fancy, bargain
Double Fancy Block
Pattern, extra heavy

$1.98
$2.98
$1.98
$1.49
`$4.98

BARGAINS!

Entire Stock Of
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i
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